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to account for the acceptance and publication of the referred works.
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Abstract
Cost analysis (a.k.a. resource usage analysis) aims at statically determining the
quantity of resources required to safely execute a given program, i.e., without
running out of resources. By resource, we mean any quantitative aspect of the
program, such as memory consumption, execution steps, etc. Several cost analysis frameworks are available, although different in their underlying theory, all
of them usually report the cost of a program as a closed-form upper bound
function. Inference of lower bound functions has also been considered. However, it has received less attention.
The important properties of a cost analyser are applicability, precision, and
scalability. These properties are often antagonistic, e.g., achieving good scalability is typically done by sacrificing precision, and thus, a cost analyser might
excel in one property, and fall behind in another. In this thesis, we aim at exploring the gap between the different existing approaches to cost analysis, to
develop techniques that are able to infer asymptotically precise bounds, and,
at the same time, have good scalability and applicability properties.
Our point of departure is the classical approach to cost analysis, which is
widely applicable, scalable, and has a reasonable precision in practice. However, for some programming patterns it infers bounds which are asymptotically
less precise than other approaches. The workflow of this approach is divided
into several phases: (i) transforming the input program into an abstract program by replacing data structures by some notion of size; (ii) transforming the
abstract program to a set of recursive equations that describes the program’s
cost in terms of the input data; and (iii) solving these equations into closedform bounds.
Our contributions are related to steps ii and iii above, and consist of analyses, transformations, and solving techniques that allow going From Abstract
Programs to Precise Asymptotic Closed-Form Bounds. We argue that they close
the precision gap with respect to other approaches, in particular the amortised analysis approach, while they still exhibit good scalability and applicability properties. In addition, some of the contributions bring a methodological
innovation in this thesis, which is to apply The Calculus of Computation to cost
analysis.
Keywords: Static Analysis. Cost Analysis. Automatic Complexity Analysis.
Closed-Form Bounds.
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1 | Introduction
Every machine is built to perform its functionality by interacting with its environment. A resource, in this context, is any entity in the environment that can be
used by the machine. To safely run a machine, we must supply its environment
with all the resources it needs, and thus, it is often crucial to know the quantity
of those resources beforehand.
In the concrete case of a computer program, its functionality is to process
some input data and generate some output. Its runtime environment includes,
among others, the hardware on which it is being executed such as memory, processors, etc. A resource in this context can be a physical magnitude like time or
energy; a logical element of hardware like a CPU cycle, a word of memory, or a
network packet; it may be a logical unit of software, like an object, a method
call, or a file; a resource may even be the money that a user has to pay for
a billable operation, like sending a text message on a mobile phone. These
resources are consumed in different ways: time passes during the execution,
memory cells are temporarily occupied, method calls are performed, etc.
There are two ways to estimate the resource consumption (or cost) of a program: dynamic and static. The dynamic or experimental approach uses simulators to run the program on some input data, and measures the quantity of
resources consumed. This approach is easy to perform, and gives exact results
for the chosen input. However, a major drawback is its incompleteness since
the results are valid only for the chosen input. Unlike the dynamic approach,
the static or analytical approach can obtain information on the resource consumption of all possible executions of a program without executing it. This
approach is based on the following idea:
“Computer programming is an exact science in that [...] all the consequences of executing [a program] in any given environment can,
in principle, be found out from the text of the program itself.” [74]
Discovering such consequences “from the text of the program itself” without
executing it, is known as a static analysis.
The benefit of the static approach is that, since it gives information about
all possible executions, a good static analysis is by itself enough to verify that
a program always works as expected. The major drawback of this approach is
that it is too difficult and expensive, so manually analysing large programs is
often unfeasible. A static analysis requires a mathematical expertise that only
a few highly trained specialists have, and even for them a manual analysis of
a simple program is tedious, error-prone, and takes a long time. For a static
11
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program analysis to be widespread, we need to perform it automatically, by a
computer program.

1 Static Cost Analysis
Automatic static analysis [101] deals with building a program, called static analyser, that takes as input the code of a program (in a given language) and computes some information about its runtime behaviour. This thesis lies in the
field of automatic static cost analysis, which deals with building a computer
program, called cost analyser, whose functionality is to take as input a program, and compute1 the query of resources that the program would consume
when executed on some given input data. A cost analyser is usually parametric
on the resource to be measured, this is done by using cost models which are
functions that map instructions to their corresponding costs.
The output of a cost analyser is a cost function that maps program executions to their costs. Due to the undecidability of the underlying problems,
this function typically does not describe the exact cost of the program, but it
is rather an upper bound function (UBF for short) or a lower bound function
(LBF for short) on the actual cost2 . Moreover, as it is customary in the field of
analysis of algorithms [45, 119], these bound functions are defined over a set of
numerical input variables, and are given in closed-form, that is, deterministic
and without recursion. To handle non-numerical input data, cost analysers use
size measures to map such data to numerical values, e.g., length of a list.
Due to the use of size measures, a cost function is actually a UBF on the
worst-case cost, or an LBF on the best-case cost. This is because two different
inputs with different cost might be mapped to the same abstract value. This is
also true when the programming language under consideration has some nondeterministic features, because in such case a given input might have different
costs depending on some nondeterministic choice.
In the field of analysis of algorithms, a major concern is the scalability of
the cost of an algorithm or a program with respect to the size of its input. To
answer this kind of questions, it is common to use the asymptotic notations
Big O, Big Omega and Big Theta [90]. Intuitively, these notations indicate that,
for big values of the input, one function is smaller, greater, or proportional to
another one. Thus, it is natural to expect bound functions to be reported in
asymptotic form, in addition to or instead of non-asymptotic ones.
Due to the inherent incompleteness of automatic static analysis, sometimes
the cost analyser is unable to compute a bound function, even if a non-trivial
1
2

Subject to the limits of computability theory.
We use bound function or bound to refer to either a UBF or an LBF in closed form.
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one exists. The most important properties of a cost analyser are its applicability,
its precision, and its scalability. Concretely,
• The applicability refers to the class of programs for which the analyser can
infer non-trivial bound functions.
• For those programs in the applicability range, the precision is the relation
between the bound function computed by the analyser and the worst-case
or best-case cost.
• The scalability refers to the ability of the analyser to retain performance
levels, with the growth in the size of programs.
The applicability may be restricted by language features, like fields [6], or by
semantic properties, like termination [5, 81, 141], or by the complexity class of
the bound function, for instance, if it can only infer a bound function that is a
linear [81, 35] or polynomial [66, 86, 75] function. Regarding the precision of the
bound functions, some works focus on improving the functional precision [75].
However, the most important goal is to improve the asymptotic precision, that
is to infer bounds that are in the exact asymptotic order of the program’s cost.
There are several approaches to automatic static cost analysis. However, the
most relevant ones for this thesis are the classical approach, and the automated
amortised approach. In what follows we explain each of these approaches.
Classical Approach.
The classical approach to manually analyse the cost of a program [45, §2.2] is
to first derive from the program a system of equations that defines its cost, and
then solve those equations into a bound function. For instance, using the cost
measure of the number of steps, the instructions, sequences and branches can
be naturally represented as constants, sums and maxima, but each loop is usually written as a recurrence relation3 (RR for short).
“Recurrence relations arise frequently [...] through a direct mapping from a recursive representation of a program to a recursive
representation of a function describing its properties.” [119]
Interestingly, RRs only capture the essential properties of an algorithm, and
these are the same for all of its implementations. After we have written the
cost of a program as a system of RRs, in the manual approach one only needs
solve them into a closed-form solution [62, 112, 59].
Based on this approach, Cohen and Zuckerman [44] present an analyser for
a simple imperative language, which is automatic only on the phase that generates RRs. The first fully mechanical analysis of programs was presented by
3

Also called recurrence equations or difference equations.
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Wegbreit [135]. He describes M ETRIC, a cost analyser for LISP programs that
works in two phases: the first phase automatically transforms a LISP program
into a system of RRs that describes its cost; and the second phase uses an automatic solver of RRs to derive a closed-form solution from the system.
Following Wegbreit, the classical approach to automatic static cost analysis
splits the analysis in two independent phases: analysis and resolution.
1. The analysis transforms the program into a system of RRs. The construction of this phase may be different for different programming languages,
for different kinds of cost model analysis, or different size measures used.
2. The resolution of a system of RRs computes a closed-form solution. Since
RRs are a purely numerical representation, this phase is independent of
the programming language or the cost model.
The benefit of the classical approach is that, by putting all the special features of
the language, cost model, or size measure, into the first phase, the methods of
the second phase are equally applicable to all languages or cost models. So, we
can see a system of RRs as an abstract program, that serves as a common target
for cost analysers of any language. Another benefit is that, if we have several
programs implementing the same algorithm, and on each program we run an
analyser for its respective language, then the systems of RRs tend to be (almost)
the same. So, the first phase serves to clear the implementation details and to
leave only the essence of the algorithm.
After Wegbreit’s seminal article, many works have extended or adapted both
phases of the classical approach. As these phases are independent, in what
follows we briefly comment on the existing work on each one, by separate.
Generation of Recurrence Relations. Research on the first phase, on generating RRs, is concerned with dealing with the specific semantic features of
each language, cost model, size measure, or the kind of cost function (worst,
best or average case). Regarding programming languages, a lot of work exists on analysing declarative languages, because in these languages a program
already is in a recursive representation. Analysers thus exist for functional [73,
134, 113, 63, 31, 133, 32, 51, 56], and logic programming languages [54, 100,
60]. In contrast, analysers for imperative or object-oriented languages are more
scarce [58, 99, 88]. C OSTA [10] is the first approach to analysing programs written in an object-oriented subset of Java Bytecode. The C OSTA BS [3] system
is an analyser for the concurrent object-oriented language ABS. Regarding the
cost model used, although most work has focused on models associated with
time or time complexity, there are also analysers for other models like heap
memory [13], concurrent tasks [11] or energy [88]. Regarding the size abstraction, some works on functional languages use advanced type systems like de-
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pendent types [63] or sized types [120, 133]. Regarding the kind of cost function
looked for, most works focus on inferring a UBF on the worst-case cost, but
there are some that are able to infer an LBF on the best-case cost [55], or both
UBF and LBF [113, 121]. There are also some works that apply the classical approach to analysing average case analysis [73, 58]. These works have to deal
with two difficult problems: the first one is to manage probability distributions
on the data, which requires a special semantics [107]; the second is to consider
the combinatorial properties of data structures [119, 59].
Recurrence Relations vs. Cost Relations. One major problem faced by analysers for this phase, starting from Wegbreit’s [135], is dealing with the semantic
gap between deterministic RRs and program semantics. In a program there
usually are many execution paths, and these paths may be controlled by such
guards or conditions that cannot be represented in the corresponding RR. As
a result, for some values of the size of the input, the equations that correspond to different paths may overlap (i.e., are applicable on the same input).
Several solutions exist for this problem. Some works [63, 51] directly use maxima operators to keep determinism. Karp proposes using Probabilistic RRs [84].
Rosendahl [113] proposes a more elegant solution, based on the theory of Abstract Interpretation [46], which is to consider a nondeterministic system of RRs
as an abstract program, whose abstract semantics overapproximates the set of
costs of the executions of the program. This solution is also used in C OSTA [10],
in which the system of nondeterministic RRs is called a cost relation system
(CRS for short). The benefit of using a nondeterministic system of RRs or CRS
as an abstract program, is that we can infer both UBFs and LBFs from the same
abstract program.
Solving Recurrence Relations. Research on this phase deals with developing automatic methods to solve a system of RRs, or a nondeterministic CRS,
into a bound function. Unlike the intense activity in the phase of generating
RRs, research on this second phase has been slower and less extensive, because
even manually solving a system of RRs into a closed-form solution is already
too difficult. At the time of Wegbreit’s article, there were no such automatic
methods. The first methods were developed for computer algebra systems, like
M ACSYMA [80], M ATHLAB [42], or M APLE [58, 114]. Other works on methods
to solve a system of RRs into closed-form solutions focus on handling special
functions, like polynomials, or binomials [105, 106, 122]. Other recent works
include [36, 39]. The P URRS system [27] implements some methods to solve or
approximate a given system of RRs.
However, all these works handle deterministic RRs, not the CRSs used, for
instance, in C OSTA [10]. There is too little work on solving CRSs or similar ab-
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stract programs. Rosendahl [113], who uses abstract programs to capture the
cost, used program transformations inspired from A CE [97]. The P UBS system [5] is the first system that can handle a wide class of CRSs. It is based
on viewing CRSs as an abstract programming language with an operational semantics, and using program analysis techniques to bound its worst case execution. In particular, it uses the connection between RR computation and
termination analysis first described in [85]. The extension of P UBS described
in [14] allows for inferring more precise UBFs or even LBFs.
Amortised Approach.
In the 60’s and the 70’s, the classical approach to cost analysis was (manually)
applied to obtain accurate bound functions for many programs. However, in
the early 80’s some computer scientists noticed that when they applied the classical approach to analyse the performance of some programs that repeatedly
operate on some data structures, like self-balancing binary search trees, they
usually got an asymptotically imprecise UBF. The special feature of these programs is that, depending on the state of the data structure, each single operation could be expensive (have a high cost) or cheap (have a low cost). An
analysis following the classical approach would consider all of them expensive,
and thus would lead to asymptotically imprecise UBF if such scenario is not
possible. This lead Robert Tarjan to develop an alternative approach to cost
analysis.
Amortised cost analysis [131] is an approach to cost analysis in which the
focus is not on the cost of one operation, but on the cost of a sequence of operations. This approach is based on the observation that, although one single
operation can be expensive or cheap, in every sequence of operations there are
enough cheap operations so as to amortise the cost of the expensive operations
among the cheap ones. To prove that this amortisation happens, the methods
of this approach use the following metaphor: they assume that the data structure stores some kind of savings, and they study the relation between the cost
of an operation and its effect on the savings of the data structure. There are two
main methods for amortised cost analysis that differ in how to represent those
savings: in the banker’s method it is represented as credit associated to each
element in the data structure; whereas in the physicist’s method, the savings
are represented as a potential of the whole data structure. These methods are
equivalent, so choosing one method or another depends on the program being
analysed. The amortised approach is more precise than the classical approach,
in that it obtains an asymptotically precise UBF for the kind of programs mentioned above.
After Tarjan’s seminal paper, amortised analysis has been applied to analyse
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the cost of operations on data structures, both in functional [104] and imperative [45, §17] languages. It application to an automatic cost analysis, called
an automated amortised analysis, was introduced by Jost [77, 81]. His work
considers a strict first-order functional language, and he presents an analysis,
based on a type system for that language, that infers for each procedure in the
program a couple of potential functions: the first one is a potential function
over the input of the procedure, which gives a UBF on the cost of the procedure, and the second one is a potential function over the output of the procedure,
which is used to pay for the cost of the subsequent operations on the output.
Being based on types, this approach is very modular, since each function can
be analysed separately.
The approach of Jost was later extended in several directions. Campbell [35]
considers inferring, for a similar language, a bound on the stack space, for
which he had to modify the type system. Rodriguez [110] applies the automated amortised analysis to an object-oriented language, for which it is necessary to handle inheritance. The system R AML [75] is able to infer multivariate polynomial UBFs, by considering a wide set of type-directed norms, which
includes products of polynomials on the lengths of two lists, or introspective
measures like the sum of the lengths of the lists in a matrix. Jost et al. [82] consider a strict higher-order functional language, whose analysis requires taking
into account the cost of evaluating each partial function application. Scherer
and Hoffmann [118] consider the case in which the cost depends on those arguments already stored in the closure of a partial function application. Simões
et al. [124] consider a language with lazy evaluation, for which they need to
handle thunks, that is, function calls whose evaluation is suspended. Hoffmann
and Shao [76] extend the analysis to an imperative language with arrays and integer arithmetic operations. Atkey [23] presents a method to analyse the cost of
linked data structures, like lists, inspired on the banker’s method and based on
separation logic [108].

2 Applications of Cost Analysis
Cost analysis has many potential applications. In hardware development, cost
analysis is used to analyse and verify the worst-case execution time of processors [139], especially relevant for real-time systems. Nowadays, there is also
an interest in energy consumption [88] for embedded systems.
There are also different applications for cost analysis in parallel computing (multiprocessor or distributed). One application is that of load balancing
and granularity control of programs, that is, to estimate the optimal way to divide a computation into parallel tasks and how to split those tasks among the
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processors. One way to do this is to use an analysis to estimate a good work
load for each processor [96]. A more flexible technique is to use autonomous
mobile programs (AMP) [56], where each AMP analyses the cost of its pending
computations, and decides by itself to migrate to another processor with smaller workload. In a distributed computation, as the communication network
between nodes can become a performance bottleneck, it is also important to
estimate how many messages are sent across the network [12]. Also, if we write
our programs in a concurrent language, we may want to know the peak number
of active concurrent tasks [11], as this is the maximum parallelism that can be
exploited for this program. Cost analysis can also be applied in the context of
cloud computing [22], in which a company provides virtual computing capabilities by hour. In this context, cost analysis serves as a tool to estimate, before
the transaction, the price of the computation to purchase.
Programmers can also use cost analysis when developing programs, by writing assertions on the expected cost, and letting the cost analyser verify these
assertions: such an approach to resource usage verification [95] is integrated in
the C IAO compiler [71]. Also cost analysis can be applied when deploying and
running a program, in the context of resource bound certification [50, 9]. This
is based on the idea of attaching to the program a proof that witnesses that it
meets a specification, a general technique known as constructive program verification [137].
Liang [93] applies cost analysis to query optimisation of logic programs.
Cost analysis also serves to automatically adapt a program to the hardware platform in which it runs: in the PetaBricks [20] language, a programmer can write
several procedures to perform a given task, each one implementing a different algorithm. The compiler for this language and the autotuner automatically
choose the most efficient procedure for a given architecture and size of data.
Then a cost analyser can be used to guide the autotuning.

3 Thesis Objectives
The field of this dissertation is automatic static cost analysis using the classical
approach, which is based on the two phases, one for generating the abstract
programs, and another for solving these abstract programs into bound functions. The main issues in this field are the applicability and the precision, especially the asymptotic one, of these analysers.
The main goal of this dissertation is to improve the precision and applicability of cost analysers based on this approach, to make their precision similar to
those based on amortised analysis. In particular, we are interested in improving
the techniques on the second phase, to go from abstract programs to precise
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asymptotic closed-form bounds. In short, we seek to build4 an analyser that
infers more asymptotically precise UBFs for more programs.
The main challenge is the precision gap between the classical and amortised approaches. Although it is known that there are programs for which analysers based on the latter infer more precise UBFs than those based on the
former, it is not clearly explained why that happens, nor a criterion to know for
which programs. This lead to some misconceptions about the amortised approach, so that some texts [104] use the notion of amortised cost in contraposition to worst-case cost, as if they were different properties of programs instead
of different methods of analysis. One of this misconceptions is that amortised
cost analysis is only applicable to data structures, not to simple algorithms or
loops. In fact, the methods of automated amortised analysis [81] define the
potential as a measure related to data structures or constructors.
As a result of these misconceptions, for a long time, it was assumed that in
order to infer a precise bound function it was necessary to use the techniques of
the amortised approach. The idea that it was possible to infer precise bounds
without using the techniques of amortised analysis, was first observed in the
context of the S PEED project [66]. Research on this project was focused on cost
analysis5 of imperative programs, consisting in nested loops in which inner and
outer loops share some counter variables. For these programs, analysers based
on the classical approach, like C OSTA [7, 1], as well as other analysers that do
not follow the classical approach, like [86], infer an asymptotically imprecise
UBF, or even fail to infer any UBF at all. Instead, the members of the S PEED
project achieve the automatic inference of a precise UBF using techniques related to termination analysis of loops [66, 65, 67, 141]. This suggests that it is
possible to achieve what an amortised analysis does without using the techniques of amortised analysis. The starting challenge for this thesis was to develop cost analyses techniques so as to infer UBFs as precise as those of the
amortised approach, while keeping the separation of phases as in the classical
approach. This separation is essential to obtain a cost analyser that is generic
on the programming language, parametric on the cost models, and adaptable
to compute UBFs or LBFs either in asymptotic or non-asymptotic form.

4

That is, learn what problems need to be considered and how to solve them in order to build.
The S PEED project only considered one cost model, the number of iterations of loops, so
their analyses were called bound or reachability bound analyses [141].
5
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4 Contributions and Outline
As a background, in Chapter 2 we present C OSTA and P UBS. C OSTA is a cost
and termination analyser for Java Bytecode programs, and P UBS is a CRS solver,
which follow the division of work in the classical approach. The contributions
of this thesis consist in improvements and extensions to the different parts of
C OSTA and P UBS, but they can be applied to any other approach with similar
architecture. In Chapters 4-6 we describe the contributions of this thesis, and
relate them to the supporting articles. Each of these chapters also includes a
discussion of related works and a discussion on further points that can be found
in the article. Finally, in Chapter 7 we draw our conclusions and discuss possible future work. Next we briefly describe the main contributions.
An Asymptotic Transformation. Bound functions can be big and intricate expressions, difficult to read or process. Asymptotic bounds are smaller and simpler, and they succinctly describe how the cost scales on the size of the input
of the program. Unfortunately, many cost analysers do not infer asymptotic
bounds. Our first contribution is an algorithm to transform bound functions
to asymptotic form, and a scalable asymptotic CRSs solver that is based on this
transformation. This contribution was presented in the following article:
E LVIRA A LBERT, D IEGO E STEBAN A LONSO -B LAS , P URI A RENAS , S AMIR
G ENAIM , AND G ERMAN P UEBLA. Asymptotic Resource Usage Bounds.
In Zhenjiang Hu, editor of the Proceedings of Asian Symposium on
Programming Languages and Systems (APLAS), volume 5904 of Lecture
Notes in Computer Science, pages 294–310. Springer, December 2009
This contribution is described in Chapter 3.
A Value Analysis for Nonlinear Operations. In order to infer precise bounds,
C OSTA uses value relations, as conjunctions of linear constraints, that approximate the values that program variables can take at runtime. Our second contribution studies the limitations of this approximation step, in particular its inability to model nonlinear arithmetic operations, and develop a technique to
overcome these limitations, in a scalable way. This contribution was presented
in the following article:
D IEGO E STEBAN A LONSO -B LAS , P URI A RENAS , AND S AMIR G ENAIM.
Handling Non-linear Operations in the Value Analysis of C OSTA. Electronic Notes in Theoretical Computer Science, 279(1):3–17, 2011. Proceedings of Workshop on Bytecode Semantics, Verification, Analysis
and Transformation (BYTECODE)
This contribution is described in Chapter 4.
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An Approach to handle the Output-Cost Codependency in Cost Analysis. In
most cost analysers, the cost of a program is captured only in terms of the input of the program. However, in some programs another codependency appears between the cost and the output of a procedure, and any cost analysis
that ignores this codependency necessarily obtains a UBF that is asymptotically imprecise. Our third contribution gives a detailed example of this codependency, and explains how it affects the precision of the analysis of C OSTA.
We then present an approach to cost analysis that keeps this codependency in
order to obtain a precise UBF. This approach is based in the automatic techniques of logical analysis of programs [34], namely satisfiability modulo theory
(SMT) and quantifier elimination (QE) [91, §9]. Importantly, we also expose a
strong relation between the output-cost codependency and amortised analysis.
This contribution was presented in the following article:
D IEGO E STEBAN A LONSO -B LAS AND S AMIR G ENAIM.
On the Limits of the Classical Approach to Cost Analysis. In Antoine Miné and
David Schmidt, editors of the Proceedings of International Static Analysis Symposium (SAS), volume 7460 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages 405–421. Springer, September 2012
This contribution is described in Chapter 5.
A Precise and Practical Method to Solve CRSs. Our last contribution is a new
method to solve CRSs (abstract programs) into UBFs, that obtains, for many abstract programs, UBFs that are asymptotically accurate. This method is based
on complete and scalable techniques for quantifier elimination and satisfiability in the theory of linear real arithmetic, which makes the key for scalability.
This contribution is presented in the following article:
D IEGO E STEBAN A LONSO -B LAS , P URI A RENAS , AND S AMIR G ENAIM.
Precise Cost Analysis via Local Reasoning. In Dang Van Hung and
Mizuhito Ogawa, editors of the Proceedings of International Symposium on Automated Technology for Verification and Analysis (ATVA),
volume 8172 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages 319–333.
Springer, October 2013
This contribution is described in Chapter 6.

2 | The C OSTA System
This thesis presents techniques to compute precise asymptotic bounds from
nondeterministic abstract programs. We developed these techniques in the
context of C OSTA. This chapter describes the architecture and the inner workings of C OSTA that are necessary to explain our contributions.

1 The Architecture of C OSTA
C OSTA [7] is an automatic static analyser for Java Byte-Code (JBC for short), a
low-level object-oriented language [94]. It takes as input a program written in
JBC, and can prove its termination or compute a bound on its cost, with respect
to the given cost model. This bound can be either a UBF on its worst-case cost,
or a LBF on its best-case cost. These bounds are numeric functions on the size
of the input, and they are in closed-form, i.e., deterministic and nonrecursive.
The architecture of C OSTA is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The rectangular boxes
with rounded corners represent its main components (transformations, analyses, etc.), and the rectangular boxes represent intermediate information that
is passed between these components. The ellipses are annotations that highlight the contributions of this thesis. The rest of this chapter describes the inner
workings of C OSTA, by applying each of the following components on a simple
program that we introduce in Example 2.1:
• The Rule-Based Representation (RBR for short) is obtained by a declarative compilation of the Control Flow Graph (CFG for short) of the input
JBC program. An RBR program is a set of rules that define several procedures, with one rule per basic block in the program, and one procedure per
method, loop or branching statement. The RBR provides a uniform representation of the control-flow as guarded rules and interprocedural calls, in
which all iterations are performed via recursive calls. Section 2.2 discusses
the RBR and the result of the decompilation for our example.
• The Abstract Cost Rules (ACR for short) program is obtained from the RBR
by abstract compilation: a size abstraction maps each data structure to a
size variable and each operation to a constraint between size variables; and
a cost model maps each RBR instruction to a cost annotation that models
its cost. Section 2.3 describes the syntax and semantics of ACR programs,
and the abstract compilation for our example.
• The Cost Relation System (CRS for short) is obtained from the ACR by removing the output variables from each inter-procedural call, and replacing
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Figure 2.1: The architecture of C OSTA: analyses, transformations, intermediate
information formats, and the contributions of this thesis.
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those output variables with a postcondition formula computed by a value
analysis. The CRS thus represents the relation between the input and the
cost of each procedure. Section 2.4 discusses the syntax and semantics of
the CRS, the ACR to CRS transformation, and the CRS generated for our
example.
• The final step is to solve the CRS into UBFs or LBFs. For this, C OSTA relies
on its subsystem P UBS (Practical Upper Bound Solver) [5], which takes as
input a CRS and computes its corresponding UBFs or LBFs. Section 2.5
describes the solving procedure of P UBS, and applies it to our example.

Note that although C OSTA was originally designed to analyse JBC programs, it
is easy to adapt this architecture to other languages.
Example 2.1. The Java code of our running example for this chapter is depicted in Figure 2.2. It is an implementation of the insertion sort algorithm. The
method inSort sorts the array elements from position 0 to position l − 1, using the auxiliary method insert. We have compiled this method to JBC and
analysed it with C OSTA to obtain bounds on the number of read and write accesses to the array d. We assume that the two read accesses to d[i −1] at Lines 9
and 10 are optimised by the compiler to one access using an auxiliary local
variable (this will be reflected in the RBR). For insert(d, i), C OSTA reports the
UBF 2 ∗ nat(i − 1) + 3, which can be explained as follows: the array accesses at
Lines 8 and 13 contribute 2; the while loop contributes 2 ∗ nat(i − 1), which
is the product of the number of array accesses 2 by the number of iterations
nat(i − 1); and, finally, the access in the loop guard when it evaluates to false
contributes 1. Here, nat(x) means max(x, 0). For inSort(d, l), C OSTA reports
the UBF nat(l − 1) ∗ (2 ∗ nat(l − 1) + 3). The factor nat(l − 1) is the number of
iterations of the for loop. The second factor is the worst-case cost of all iterations, which is the UBF of insert except that i is replaced by l − 1, i.e., by the
maximum value that the loop counter i can take.

Next we describe the steps that C OSTA follows to infer the UBF of the above
example. In order to abridge the presentation, we have simplified the intermediate results of the analysis, without affecting the correctness of these bounds.
In addition, we skip many details that are not necessary to present our contributions in the subsequent chapters. For a comprehensive description of C OSTA
the reader may refer to [7, 1].

2 Rule-Based Representation
C OSTA starts by constructing a CFG for the JBC program. The CFG for the (JBC
of the) methods inSort and insert is depicted in Figure 2.3. Note that, for
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// Precondition : 0 <= l <= d. length
void inSort ( double [] d , int l) {
for ( int i =1; i <l; i ++)
insert (d ,i );
}
void insert ( double [] d , int i ){
double x = d[i ];
while (i > 0 && d[i - 1] < x) {
d[i] = d[i - 1];
i - -;
}
d[i] = x;
}
Figure 2.2: Java code of the inSort method.

simplicity, the exceptional behaviour is excluded. A square box represents a
basic block, which is a sequence of JBC instructions without branching. A diamond represents a branching point. A circled point marks a method end or a
loop exit. For the sake of simplicity, we omit instructions in the basic blocks
and show only the names of each procedure and the guards of each branch.
The CFG is split into five subgraphs or procedures: one for the method

inSort, one for the for loop, one for the method insert, and two for the while
loop (Lines 9 to 12). The while loop has two procedures because the condition
d[i − 1] < x (Line 9) is evaluated only if i> 0 is true. Each subgraph (or procedure) has one or more control path. A control path represents a jump to a basic
block, with a guard to specify in what cases this jump can be taken. The procedures for the methods inSort and insert have one control path with the
true guard. Procedures that correspond to loops have two control paths: one to
exit the loop and one to enter its body. For instance, in the procedure of the for
loop the exit path is labelled with ¬(i < l), and the other one is labelled with
i < l.
C OSTA relies on points-to analysis [127] to resolve virtual method invocations when generating the CFG, since the method to be executed is known only
at runtime. In addition, C OSTA extracts and isolates each loop as if it were a
method, when possible, in which case the exit path is empty instead of including the instructions executed after the loop. Loop extraction [138] is a technique that C OSTA uses to allow compositional analyses [7].
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Figure 2.3: Control Flow Graph of the inSort method.
Translation to the RBR.
The next step of C OSTA is to transform the CFG into an RBR program, that consists of rules of the form
p(x̄, ȳ) ← {g }, b 1 , . . . , b n .
where p is a procedure name, x̄ is a list of its input variables, ȳ is a list of its
output variables, g is a guard, and each b i is an RBR instruction.
The guard is a logical formula defined over the input variables, and will be
omitted if it is equal to true. An RBR instruction is either a call q(w̄, z̄) to a procedure q; or a non-branching instruction that typically corresponds to a JBC
instruction. We restrict ourselves to assignments of the form τ := e, where e
is an arithmetic expression over variables and array accesses, and τ is either a
variable x or an array position x[i ]. Note that the RBR of C OSTA includes many
other instructions, e.g., field accesses, object and array creation, etc. However,
they are not necessary for explaining our contributions, so we omit the corresponding details.
To translate a CFG to an RBR, each procedure of the CFG is mapped to a procedure in the RBR. Each control path in the CFG is transformed into a rule in
the RBR, with a guard that is the same as that of the path. Each interprocedural
jump between blocks in the CFG is transformed to a corresponding procedure
call. Each instruction in the JBC program is transformed to a corresponding
RBR instruction. Variables in the RBR are local to the rule in which they appear, and they typically correspond to either variables in the Java program, or
positions in the operands stack of the JVM.
Example 2.2. The RBR of our running example is depicted in Figure 2.4. It contains eight rules that define five procedures, which correspond to the procedures and control paths of the CFG of Figure 2.3.

2.2. RULE-BASED REPRESENTATION
inSort(〈d, l〉, 〈〉) ←
i := 1,
for(〈d, l, i 〉, 〈〉).
for(〈d, l, i 〉, 〈〉) ←
{¬i < l}.
for(〈d, l, i 〉, 〈〉) ←
{i < l},
insert(〈d, i 〉, 〈〉),
i := i + 1,
for(〈d, l, i 〉, 〈〉).

insert(〈d, i 〉, 〈〉) ←
x := d[i ],
whilea (〈d, i , x〉, 〈i 〉),
d[i ] := x.
whilea (〈d, i , x〉, 〈i 〉) ←
{¬i > 0}.
whilea (〈d, i , x〉, 〈i 〉) ←
{i > 0},
y := d[i − 1],
whileb (〈d, i , x, y〉, 〈i 〉).
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whileb (〈d, i , x, y〉, 〈i 〉) ←
{¬y < x}.
whileb (〈d, i , x, y〉, 〈i 〉) ←
{y < x},
d[i ] := y,
i := i − 1,
whilea (〈d, i , x〉, 〈i 〉).

Figure 2.4: Rule-Based Representation program for method inSort.

Procedures inSort and insert correspond to the Java methods of Figure 2.2,
note that their input and output parameters coincide. The rule of inSort initialises variable i of the for loop and then calls procedure for. The rule of insert
contains one instruction that corresponds to the array access at Line 8 of Figure 2.2, another one to initialise the variable i of the while loop, a call to the
whilea procedure, and one that corresponds to the array update at Line 13.
The RBR procedures for, whilea and whileb correspond to the for and while
loops of the Java program. Each procedure has two rules: one to exit the loop,
and one to enter its body. It can be seen that looping behaviour is done using
tail-recursion in the RBR. Note that the two accesses to d[i − 1] in the while
loop of method insert are optimised to one in the RBR, by storing the corresponding value in the auxiliary variable y (in the second rule of whilea ).


RBR Semantics.
A trace semantics for RBR programs is presented in [10]; we skip the details
since they are not important to explain our contributions. Informally, assuming
that each RBR instruction is assigned some cost (using some cost model), the
cost of an RBR trace t , denoted rbrcost(t ), is defined as the sum of all such costs
contributed by the instructions executed within t . A function p + (resp. p − ) is a
UBF (resp. LBF) for an RBR procedure p, if and only if for any (possibly partial)
trace t that corresponds to executing p starting from an initial input of size v̄,
we have p + (v̄) ≥ rbrcost(t ) (resp. p − (v̄) ≤ rbrcost(t )).
The correctness of the JBC to RBR transformation relies on that there is a
one-to-one correspondence between JBC and RBR traces. This means that the
cost described above can be seen as the cost of the original JBC program as well.
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3 Abstract Cost Rules
The next step of C OSTA is the abstract compilation of the RBR program into an
ACR program, that consists of rules of the form:
p(x̄ α , ȳ α ) ← a 0 , . . . , a n .
where p is a procedure name; x̄ α and ȳ α are respectively lists of its input and
output (abstract) variables; and each a i is an ACR instruction that can be either
a procedure call q(w̄ α , z̄ α ), a linear constraint over the rule’s variables (equality
or non-strict inequality), or a cost annotation of the form acquire(e), which indicates that, at the corresponding program point, we accumulate e to the cost.
The abstract variables in an ACR rule are integer variables, and they represent the size of corresponding RBR variables. C OSTA uses different size measures depending on the JBC type of the corresponding variable: the size of an
int variable is its value; the size of an array is its length, the size of an object
reference is its path-length [125], and variables of non-integer basic types are
abstracted to “free” variables that represent any value, and thus not tracked at
all. If the cost depends on these “free” variables, C OSTA will not be able to infer
a UBF for the ACR program.
The abstract compilation compiles each RBR rule “p(x̄, ȳ) ← {g }, b 1 , . . . , b m ”
into a corresponding ACR rule “p(x̄ α , ȳ α ) ← a 0 , . . . , a n ” where: the abstract variables x̄ α and ȳ α correspond to the sizes of x̄ and ȳ respectively; the guard g is
compiled to a corresponding linear constraint a 0 , over the abstract input variables x̄ α , that overapproximates its behaviour; and each b i is compiled to one
or more consecutive a j as follows:
• Size abstraction. If b i is a call q(w̄, z̄) then it is compiled to q(w̄ α , z̄ α ); if it
is an assignment of the form x := e where e is a linear expression; then it is
compiled to x α = e α where e α is obtained from e by replacing its variables by
their corresponding abstract versions; otherwise it is compiled to the constraint true, which has no effect on the execution. The size abstraction uses
a Static Single Assignment (SSA) transformation [21, §19] to simulate the
effect of updates with linear constraints. Note that since C OSTA supports
several other RBR instructions, e.g., field access, the actual size abstraction
is more elaborated. However, these details are not important for our contributions since we will assume a given ACR program independently from
where it comes.
• Cost annotation. The selected cost model is applied to b i to generate a
cost annotation of the form acquire(e) that describes its cost. We omit these
annotations from the ACR when e = 0. C OSTA has several cost models, e.g.,

2.3. ABSTRACT COST RULES
inSort(〈l 0 〉, 〈〉) ←
i 1 = 1,
for(〈l 0 , i 1 〉, 〈〉).
for(〈l 0 , i 0 〉, 〈〉) ←
i 0 ≥ l0.
for(〈l 0 , i 0 〉, 〈〉) ←
i 0 + 1 ≤ l0,
insert(〈i 0 〉, 〈〉),
i 1 = i 0 + 1,
for(〈l 0 , i 1 〉, 〈〉).

insert(〈i 0 〉, 〈〉) ←
acquire(1),
whilea (〈i 0 〉, 〈〉),
acquire(1).
whilea (〈i 0 〉, 〈〉) ←
i 0 ≤ 0.
whilea (〈i 0 〉, 〈〉) ←
i 0 ≥ 1,
acquire(1),
whileb (〈i 0 〉, 〈〉).
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whileb (〈i 0 〉, 〈〉) ←
true.
whileb (〈i 0 〉, 〈〉) ←
true,
acquire(1),
i 1 = i 0 − 1,
whilea (〈i 1 〉, 〈〉).

Figure 2.5: Abstract Cost Rules (ACR) program for method inSort.
for counting the number of executed instructions, calls to a specific method,
or occupied memory.
The abstract compilation ends by removing from the ACR program those variables that do not affect the cost [8]. This results in concise ACR programs that
are more efficient to analyse.
Example 2.3. The ACR program obtained by applying the abstract compilation
to the RBR program of Figure 2.4 is depicted in Figure 2.5. The size abstraction
maps the RBR variables l and i to the ACR variables l and i that appear with
subscripts introduced by SSA (see explanation in the next paragraph). The RBR
variables x, y, d, and the output variables of procedures whilea and whileb are
omitted because they do not affect the cost. Following Example 2.1, we use a
cost model that counts the number of array accesses.
The relation between each RBR rule and its corresponding ACR rule is clear.
Note that the assignment i := i + 1 in the second RBR rule of procedure for was
compiled to the constraint i 1 = i 0 + 1. Here i 0 and i 1 represent those values of
variable i before and after executing the instruction. Note also the use of the
cost annotations acquire(1) to account 1 as the cost of each array access.

ACR Semantics.
Let us briefly summarise the important details
® of the semantics of ACR programs [18, 10]. A state s takes the form ψ, ā , where ā is a sequence of ACR
instructions pending for execution, and ψ is a constraint over the variables in
ā and possibly other existentially quantified variables. The store ψ collects all
constraints
 encountered
® during an execution. An execution starts from an initial state x̄ = v̄, p(x̄, ȳ) , where v̄ is a sequence of integers, and proceeds ac-
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cording to the following rules:
q(x̄, ȳ) ← ā 0 ∈ P

® 0 
®
ψ, q(x̄, ȳ) · ā
ψ, ā 0 · ā

ψ∧ϕ 6|= false

® 0 
®
ψ, ϕ · ā
ψ ∧ ϕ, ā

eval(e, ψ) = v ≥ 0

® v 
®
ψ, acquire(e) · ā
ψ, ā

v

These rules define a transition relation s 1
s 2 , meaning that there is a transition from s 1 to s 2 that costs v units. The rule on the left handles procedure
calls, it (nondeterministically) selects a rule from the program P that matches
the call, and adds its instructions ā 0 to the sequence of pending instructions.
Variables in ā 0 (except x̄ ∪ ȳ) are renamed such that they are different from the
variables in ā and ψ. The rule in the middle handles constraints by adding them
to the store, if the resulting state is satisfiable. The rule on the right handles cost
annotations, it evaluates e to a non-negative value v and labels the corresponding transition with v.
The execution stops when norule ®is applicable, which happens when the
execution reaches
state ψ0 , ² where ² is the empty sequence; or b) a
 0 a) a final
®
blocking state ψ , ϕ · ā where ϕ ∧ ψ0 |= false. A trace t is a finite or infinite
sequence of states, in which there is a valid transition between each pair of
consecutive states. Traces that end in a final state and infinite traces are called
complete. Namely, we exclude traces that end in a blocking state because such
traces correspond to no RBR trace. The cost of a trace t , denoted acrcost(t ), is
defined as the sum of all cost labels in its transitions. A function p + (resp. p − ) is
a UBF (resp.
LBF) for procedure
p, if for any input v̄ and complete trace t that

®
starts in x̄ = v̄, p(x̄, ȳ) , we have p + (v̄) ≥ acrcost(t ) (resp. p − (v̄) ≤ acrcost(t )).
The correctness of the RBR to ACR transformation relies on the idea that
any RBR trace has a corresponding ACR trace with the same cost. Thus, a valid
UBF or LBF for the ACR program is also valid for the RBR program.

4 Cost Relation Systems
In the next phase, the ACR program is transformed into a CRS, which consists
of equations of the form:
C (x̄) = e + D 1 ( ȳ 1 ) + · · · + D r ( ȳ r ) , ϕ
where C , D 1 , . . . , D r are relation symbols (like procedure names); x̄, ȳ 1 , . . . , ȳ r are
variables; ϕ is a conjunction (often written as a set) of linear constraints over
these (and maybe other) variables; and e is a cost expression that adheres to
the following grammar:
Cost Expression
Basic Expression
Compound Expression

exp ::= bexp | oexp
bexp ::= q | nat(l ) | logm (nat(l )+1) | m nat(l ) −1
oexp ::= exp + exp | exp ∗ exp | max(exp1 , . . . , expn )
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in which q ∈ Q+ , m > 1 ∈ Z+ , l is a linear expression over the variables that
appear in the equation, and nat (l ) = max(l , 0). Intuitively, the above equation
states that the cost of C , with respect to the input x̄, is e plus the sum of the costs
of each D i with respect to the input ȳ i . The linear constraint ϕ specifies the values of x̄ for which the equation is applicable, and defines relations among the
different variables. Note the declarative nature of this intuition. Since CRSs originate from ACR programs, we may think of C , D 1 , . . . , D r as (nondeterministic)
procedures, and say that C calls D 1 , . . . , D r .
All equations that share the same left-hand side, e.g., C (x̄), define the cost
relation (CR for short) C (x̄). Thus, a CRS consists of several CRs. When a CR
uses only one relation symbol, formally D i = C for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r , we call it standalone CR, that is, it depends on no other CR.
The ACR to CRS transformation maps each ACR procedure p(x̄, ȳ) to a CR
p(x̄), defined over the same input x̄, but without the output ȳ. This is done by
transforming each ACR rule “p(x̄, ȳ) ← a 1 , . . . , a n ” to a corresponding equation
“p(x̄) = e + q 1 (w̄ 1 ) + · · · + q n (w̄ n ), ϕ” as follows:
1. the cost expression e is computed as the sum of all expressions e i in instructions acquire(e i ) that appear in the ACR rule. Thus, each e i must be a
valid cost expression;
2. each call q j (w̄ j , z̄ j ) in the ACR rule is transformed to a call q j (w̄ j ) in the
equation, with the same input but without the output; and
3. the constraint ϕ is a conjunction of all linear constraints in the ACR rule.
In the second step above, when q j (w̄ j , z̄ j ) has a non-empty list of output variables, removing these variables may result in a loss of information that is crucial for inferring a corresponding UBFs. To reduce the effect of this loss, C OSTA
uses an inter-procedural value analysis1 to compute a postcondition for each
ACR procedure, and then adds this postcondition to ϕ to compensate on the
removal of the output variables. This postcondition is a conjunction of linear
constraints that describe the relation between input and output variables, in
any execution of the corresponding procedure. It is worth emphasising that
postconditions in C OSTA are linear, and thus they cannot model nonlinear relations. Our contribution of Chapter 4 improves in this direction.
Example 2.4. The CRS generated from the ACR program of Figure 2.5 is depicted in Figure 2.6. It has eight equations that define five CRs. The cost expression
in each equation coincides with the cost annotations of its corresponding ACR
rule: 2 for insert, 1 in the recursive rules of whilea and whileb , and 0 elsewhere.
1

The notion of value analysis is related to that of size analysis [123]. A size analysis infers
relations not only between the values of numeric variables, but also between the sizes of data
structures.
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inSort (l 0 )
for (l 0 , i 0 )
for (l 0 , i 0 )
insert (i 0 )
whilea (i 0 )
whilea (i 0 )
whileb (i 0 )
whileb (i 0 )

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

for (l 0 , i 1 )
0
insert (i 0 ) + for (l 0 , i 1 )
2 + whilea (i 0 )
0
1 + whileb (i 0 )
0
1 + whilea (i 1 )

{i 1 = 1}
{i 0 ≥ l 0 }
{i 0 + 1 ≤ l 0 , i 1 = i 0 + 1}
{}
{i 0 ≤ 0}
{i 0 ≥ 1}
{}
{i 1 = i 0 − 1}

Figure 2.6: Cost Relation System (CRS) for the inSort method.
The calls in each equation are as those in the ACR, and the constraints in each
equation are those which appear in the corresponding ACR rule. Note that, in
this example, there was no need to perform value analysis because the ACR
procedures in Figure 2.5 have no output variables.


CRS Semantics.
The semantics of the CRS is based on the notion of evaluation trees [5]. Let
us denote a (possibly infinite) tree by node(q, 〈T1 , . . . , Tk 〉), where q ∈ Q+ is the
value of the root and T1 , . . . , Tk are subtrees. Given a CR C and a concrete input
v̄, we say that node(v e , 〈T1 , . . . , Tk 〉) is an evaluation tree for C (v̄) if and only if
P
there exists an equation “C (x̄) = e+ kj=1 D j ( ȳ j ), ϕ” and an assignment σ, for
the variables of that equation, such that:
1. σ(x̄) = v̄ and σ is a satisfying assignment for ϕ;
2. e is evaluated to v e when considering the assignment σ; and
3. each Ti is an evaluation tree for C (σ( ȳ i )).
Intuitively, when viewing C as a procedure, an evaluation tree can be seen as
a recursion tree where the call C (v̄) is evaluated as follows: we pick an equation that defines C and an assignment σ that satisfies ϕ; we evaluate e into v e ,
and recursively call all C (σ( ȳ i )) simultaneously. Note that an evaluation tree
can be infinite. Note also that C (v̄) might have several evaluation trees, due to
the nondeterminism induced by choosing an equation for C and a satisfying
assignment σ for ϕ. Note that the internal nodes of an evaluation tree correspond to the application of recursive equations, and the leaves correspond to
the application of nonrecursive ones.
The set of all evaluation trees for C (v̄) is denoted by Trees(C (v̄)), and the set
of all possible costs is Answers(C (v̄)) = {Sum(T ) | T ∈Trees(C (v̄))}, where Sum(T )
is the sum of all nodes of T . Then, a function C + (resp. C − ) is said to be a UBF
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inSort(4)

for(4, 1)

1
whileb (2)

whilea (2)

insert(2)
2

for(4, 3)

whileb (1)

whilea (1)

insert(1)
2

for(4, 2)
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1
whileb (3)

whilea (3)

insert(3)
2

1

1
whileb (2)

whilea (2)
1

1
whileb (1)

whilea (1)
1
for(4, 4)

1

whilea (0)

Figure 2.7: Evaluation Tree for a call to the CR inSort in Figure 2.6
(resp. LBF) for the CR C if and only if for any input v̄ and c ∈ Answers(C (v̄)), we
have C + (v̄) ≥ c (resp. C − (v̄) ≤ c).
Example 2.5. An evaluation tree for a call inSort(4), using the CRS of Figure 2.6,
is depicted in Figure 2.7. Each rectangle represents a call in the CR with some
input values; each circle indicates the cost contributed by the equation that
was chosen to resolve that call (as v e in the explanation above); and directed
edges represent calls to other CRs. The cost of this evaluation tree is 11, which
coincides with the sum of all circles.

The correctness of the ACR to CRS transformation relies on the idea that
every ACR trace has a corresponding evaluation tree with the same cost [10].
Thus, any valid UBF or LBF for the CRS is also valid for the ACR program.

5 Closed-form Upper Bound Functions
In the last step C OSTA solves the generated CRS into UBFs or LBFs, one for each
CR. For this, it relies on its subsystem P UBS [5, 14]. We first describe how it
computes UBFs, and, at the end of this section, we comment on the case of
LBFs, which is less important for presenting our contributions.
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The solving procedure of P UBS is designed to handle CRSs in which all recursions are direct, i.e., without mutual calls between different CRs. To handle
CRSs that do not meet this requirement, they are first transformed into such
form [87, 140]. Essentially, this is done by considering each group of mutually
recursive CRs and unfolding all CRs in such a group into one CR.
Example 2.6. Consider the CRS of Figure 2.6. This CRS has two groups of recursive CRs: one for the CR for, which already is in direct recursive form, and
one for the CRs whilea and whileb , which are mutually recursive. To transform
these last CRs into direct recursion, we unfold the definition of whileb into that
of whilea . This results in a new definition for the CR whilea :
whilea (i 0 ) = 0
{i 0 ≤ 0}
whilea (i 0 ) = 1
{i 0 ≥ 1}
whilea (i 0 ) = 2 + whilea (i 1 ) {i 0 ≥ 1, i 1 = i 0 − 1}
The first equation is as the first one of old whilea . The second and third equations come from unfolding the call to whileb , in the second equation of old
whilea , using the two equations of whileb . The cost expression in the third new
equation is the sum of the cost expressions in the old recursive equations of
whilea and whileb , and its constraint includes those from both equations.

In what follows, we may assume that the input CRS is in direct recursive
form. The solving procedure of P UBS is an iterative procedure that solves one
CR at a time. In particular, in each iteration it solves a stand-alone CR into a
corresponding UBF, and then replaces any call to this stand-alone CR by its
UBF, thus generating more stand-alone CRs to be solved. This process continues until all CRs are solved. Note that if the CRS is in direct recursion then there
is at least one stand-alone CR to start the process, e.g. whilea . In what follows
we describe how P UBS solves a stand-alone CR into a UBF.
Solving Stand-Alone CRs.
Assume a given stand-alone CR C with n equations, and 1) let bf be the maximum number of recursive calls in any equation of C , i.e., the maximum branching factor of the corresponding evaluation trees; 2) let e 1 , . . . , e k be the cost expressions of the nonrecursive equations of C ; and 3) let e k+1 , . . . , e n be the cost
expressions of the recursive equations of C . P UBS solves C into a UBF by constructing a pessimistic evaluation tree, whose cost is bigger than the cost of any
evaluation tree of C , as we explain next. Recall first that, for any evaluation tree,
the cost of any internal node is an instance of e i with k + 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and that the
cost of any leaf is an instance of e j with 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Now suppose that we have
the following:
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• a cost expression h(x̄) that bounds the height of any evaluation tree. That
is, for any input v̄ and any evaluation tree T ∈ Trees(C (v̄)), h(v̄) is larger
than the height of T ; and
• a cost expression ê i (x̄), for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, that bounds the contributions
of the i -th equation. Namely, for any input v̄ and any evaluation tree T ∈
Trees(C (v̄)), ê i (v̄) is larger than the cost of any node in T that corresponds
to the i -th equation.
Now we construct a pessimistic evaluation tree T (parametric in the input x̄) as
follows:
1. T is a complete tree, with branching factor bf and height h(x̄);
2. each leaf of T has cost max(ê 1 (x̄), . . . , ê k (x̄)); and
3. each internal node of T has cost max(ê k+1 (x̄), . . . , ê n (x̄)).
The number of leaves L in T is bf h(x̄) , and the number of internal nodes N is
bf h(x̄) −1
bf −1

if bf > 1 and h(x̄) otherwise. The cost of T is
C + (x̄) = L ∗ max(ê k+1 (x̄), . . . , ê n (x̄)) + N ∗ max(ê 1 (x̄), . . . , ê k (x̄))

which is a valid UBF for C as well.
For automatically inferring h(x̄), P UBS relies on the use of linear ranking
functions [26], which are intensively used to bound the number of iterations
of loops. It is easy to see that the height of a tree corresponds to the number
of consecutive recursive call in C , which is a form of a loop. For automatically
inferring ê i (x̄), P UBS relies on a maximisation procedure that is based on invariants generation. The details are not important to explain our contributions,
the interested reader may find these details in [5].
Example 2.7. Let us demonstrate the different steps of P UBS on the CRS of Figure 2.6, assuming that it has been transformed already to direct recursive form
as in Example 2.6:
• We start by solving CR whilea of Example 2.6, which is the only stand-alone
CR. The height of its evaluation trees is bounded by h(i 0 ) = nat(i 0 ), and the
cost expressions of the nonrecursive and recursive equations are (trivially)
maximised to 1 and 2 respectively. Therefore, we get the UBF whilea + (i 0 ) =
2 ∗ nat(i 0 ) + 1.
• Substituting whilea + (i 0 ) in the nonrecursive CR insert results in the standalone CR defined with this only equation:
insert(i 0 ) = 2 + 2 ∗ nat(i 0 ) + 1 {}
which is trivially solved to the UBF insert + (i 0 ) = 2 ∗ nat(i 0 ) + 3.
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• Substituting insert + (i 0 ) in CR for results in the following stand-alone CR:
for(l 0 , i 0 ) = 0
{i 0 ≥ l 0 }
for(l 0 , i 0 ) = 2 ∗ nat(i 0 ) + 3 + for(l 0 , i 1 ) {i 0 + 1 ≤ l 0 , i 1 = i 0 + 1}
The height of its evaluation trees is bounded by h(l 0 , i 0 ) = nat(l 0 − i 0 ). The
cost expression 2 ∗ nat(i 0 ) + 3 is maximised to ê(l 0 , i 0 ) = 2 ∗ nat(l 0 − 1) + 3
because the value of i 0 can be at most l 0 − 1, where l 0 refers to the initial
value with which for is called, not to the parameter l 0 . Therefore, we get
the UBF for + (l 0 , i 0 ) = nat(l 0 − i 0 ) ∗ (2 ∗ nat(l 0 − 1) + 3).
• Substituting this UBF in inSort results in the following stand-alone CR:
inSort(l 0 ) = nat(l 0 − i 1 ) ∗ (2 ∗ nat(l 0 − 1) + 3) {i 1 = 1}
The height of any evaluation tree is 0 since it is nonrecursive, and the maximisation of nat(l 0 −i 1 )∗(2∗ nat(l 0 −1)+3) results in nat(l 0 −1)∗(2∗ nat(l 0 −
1) + 3) since i 1 = 1. Therefore, for this CR we get the UBF inSort + (l 0 ) =
nat(l 0 − 1) ∗ (2 ∗ nat(l 0 − 1) + 3).

Note that the UBFs are asymptotically tight, in the sense that the worst-case
cost of inSort is quadratic in the parameter l. However, they are not functionally tight, because the overapproximation is too coarse.

Inference of LBFs in P UBS is done as described in [14]. It relies on approximating the behaviour of the input CRS by a corresponding system of RRs, and
then using computer algebra systems to solve it. For example, it would infer
the LBF inSort − (l 0 ) = 3 ∗ nat(l 0 − 1), which corresponds to the case in which the
input array is sorted, and thus the body of while loop is never executed.

3 | Asymptotic Closed-Form Bounds
In this Chapter we describe a method to transform a bound function into a reduced asymptotic form, and how to use this transformation to build an asymptotic cost analyser, which directly computes bounds in asymptotic form. This
contribution has been published in the following article:
E LVIRA A LBERT, D IEGO E STEBAN A LONSO -B LAS , P URI A RENAS , S AMIR
G ENAIM , AND G ERMAN P UEBLA. Asymptotic Resource Usage Bounds.
In Zhenjiang Hu, editor of the Proceedings of Asian Symposium on
Programming Languages and Systems (APLAS), volume 5904 of Lecture
Notes in Computer Science, pages 294–310. Springer, December 2009

Overview
Asymptotic notations are used to succinctly describe how the cost of a program
scales with the size of its input. The key observation behind them is that:
“Although we can sometimes determine the exact running time of
an algorithm [...], the extra precision is not usually worth the effort
of computing it. For large enough inputs, the multiplicative constants and lower-order terms of an exact running time are dominated by the effects of the input size itself.” [45, Chapter 3]
Asymptotic notations ignore those constants and lower terms, and focus instead on the proportionality, up to some scalar and for large input, between
the worst-case (or best-case) cost of a program and a function of (the sizes of)
the input of the program. This proportionality or asymptotic equivalence is a
condition so lax that the worst-case (or best-case) cost can be asymptotically
equivalent to infinitely many functions; yet, among them, there is a simple one
like 1, n 2 , n log n, or 2n , which we call the asymptotic form. A bound functions
on the program’s cost in asymptotic form is called an asymptotic closed-form
bound1 , i.e., an asymptotic LBF (ALBF for short) or an asymptotic UBF (AUBF
for short).
For some applications, we need a bound with all the multiplicative constants and lower-order terms, i.e., non-asymptotic. For instance, to split tasks
among processors [96], to decide if and where to migrate a process [56], to avoid
1

Also called the asymptotic complexity of the program.
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running out of battery [88], or to avoid a heap overflow [13], we cannot rely on
information that tells us that the cost is eventually linear by some constant. In
general, we need non-asymptotic bounds for the verification, compilation, and
optimizing execution of programs.
In the above scenarios, we usually consider programs whose development
has terminated already. However, we should not wait until the end of the development process to (automatically) check whether a program meets its (cost)
specifications or not, we should try to apply this check frequently in order to
detect performance bugs during the development process as early as possible.
This can be done, for instance, by running the analysis and providing the programmers with the inferred bounds; also, they may write in the code an assertion on the cost of a method, and run the analyser to verify it. In such cases,
using asymptotic bounds have clear advantages over non-asymptotic ones:
• As it is more concise, an asymptotic bound is easier to read than a nonasymptotic one. Thus, using asymptotic bounds improves the usability for
the programmers of the analyser.
• The programmers’ main concern before writing the program is its scalability, about which they may have an idea clear enough to write it down as
an assertion of an asymptotic bound. Thus, these assertions are easier
to figure out. Instead, if they were asked to write an assertion of a nonasymptotic bound, they might not know what coefficients and minor expressions to put in it, because such information depends on implementation details that they can not predict before writing the program.
• The non-asymptotic bound for a program under development is volatile, because the multiplicative constants and lower-order terms can change
due to any change in the program, in the compiler, or in the libraries.
As these things happen often during the development, if non-asymptotic
bounds were used then there would be too many and too frequent notifications. Asymptotic bounds are more stable, since only major changes or
improvements have an impact on the program’s asymptotic complexity.
• Once the program is written, the programmers have to improve its performance and scalability. A guiding principle for this task is to focus on the
program’s bottlenecks, that is the most frequent or expensive operations:
“Programmers waste enormous amounts of time thinking about
[...] the speed of noncritical parts of their programs, and these
attempts at efficiency actually have a strong negative impact when
debugging and maintenance are considered. We should forget
about small efficiencies, say about 97% of the time: premature
optimization is the root of all evil. [...] A good programmer [...]
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will be wise to look carefully at the critical code; but only after
that code has been identified.” [89, page 268]
We can use an asymptotic cost analyser to identify that critical code –the
bottlenecks– at which we should direct the optimisation effort.
• Since asymptotic bounds are smaller, an asymptotic cost analyser can be
faster and more scalable than a non-asymptotic one. Having a faster analyser is especially relevant for integrating it in an interactive tool that compiles and analyses the code just as it is written.
Thus, an asymptotic cost analyser can be an easy to use tool for analysing and
improving the performance of the program.
In Section 3.1, we recall the relevant properties of the asymptotic notations,
and we adapt these notations to the cost expressions of P UBS. In Section 3.2 we
describe our asymptotic transformation, which is an algorithm to transform
a cost expression into another one that is asymptotically equivalent. In Section 3.3 we describe our asymptotic comparison, which is an algorithm to prove
that a cost expression is asymptotically greater than another one. In Section 3.4
we discuss how to use this transformation to build a cost analyser that directly
generates asymptotic bounds. In Section 3.5 we discuss an experimental evaluation of the techniques. In Section 3.6 we overview related work, and in Section 3.7 we describe some further details that can be found in the article.

1 Asymptotic Notations for Cost Expressions
In this Section we recall the critical properties of the asymptotic notations for
univariate functions, and we adapt these notations to the cost expressions of
P UBS (see Section 2.4).
The asymptotic notations big Omicron (O) and big Theta (Θ), are commonly
defined as follows. If g is a univariate function, that is a function in N 7→ R+ ,
then O(g ) and Θ(g ) denote sets of univariate functions. In particular, f ∈ O(g )
if, for large values of the input n, f (n) ≤ c u g (n) for some constant c u > 0. Similarly, f ∈ Θ(g ) if c l g (n) ≤ f (n) ≤ c u g (n) for large values of the input n and for
some coefficients c l , c u > 0.
These notations are frequently used to compare functions, so we can read
f ∈ O(g ) as “ f is asymptotically smaller than g ”, or “g is an asymptotic upper
bound of f ”; and we can read f ∈ Θ(g ) as “ f is asymptotically equivalent to g ”,
or “g is an asymptotically tight bound of f ”. In this sense, f ∈ Θ(g ) is an equivalence relation and f ∈ O(g ) is an order relation 2 , which have the following
properties:
2

Some authors [62, §4.1] [112, §9.1] use f ¹g and f ≈g as shorthands of f ∈O(g ) and f ∈Θ(g ).
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1. The exact asymptotic order Θ of a function does not change if we multiply
it by a constant d , formally Θ(d ∗ f ) = Θ( f ).
2. The product of functions is monotonic with respect to the order relation
defined by O. Formally, if f 0 ∈ O( f ) and g 0 ∈ O(g ) then f 0 ∗ g 0 ∈ O( f ∗ g ).
3. The exact asymptotic order of a sum of two terms is that of its dominating
term, formally if f ∈ O(g ) then Θ( f + g ) = Θ(g ).
These properties are essential for automatically transforming a function to
its asymptotic form, or for comparing two functions, because we can use them
to deduce some easy to implement rules for comparing two expressions. For
instance, we get the rule to compare the complexity of two polynomials by
comparing their degrees, or we can compare two exponential expressions by
comparing their bases3 . Due to these properties, Θ of a simple function (like n
or n 2 ) may contain more complex functions.
Example 3.1. Let f (n) = 3n 2 +n log3 n+5n, we can omit the multiplicative coefficients 3 and 5 due to the first property. Then, since both n and n log3 n are in
O(n 2 ), using the third property we get f ∈ Θ(n 2 ).

The classical definition refers to univariate functions, i.e., functions with
one natural argument. However, a bound can be a multivariate function, that is,
a function of many natural variables, either because the program has many input variables [67, 66, 86], or because the bound function is defined over several
size measures for each input [75, 63, 6]. Since there is no standard definitions
for the multivariate functions nor a proof of their properties, many people use
the asymptotic notations with multivariate functions as if they had the same
properties as the univariate ones. However, Howell [79] shows that some properties of the asymptotic notations, which are crucial for building an asymptotic
transformation and comparison method, do not hold when the notations are
generalised to all multivariate functions.
Fortunately, the work of Howell shows two conditions on a definition of the
asymptotic notations for multivariate functions, under which the crucial properties are preserved:
• The asymptotic notations must be restricted to multivariate functions that
are monotonic (non-decreasing) on all their inputs; and
• The asymptotic notations must refer to the relation between the functions
for input vectors in which all components are large.
Following these conditions, our definition [2, Definition 2] of the the asymptotic notations for multivariate functions generalises the classical definitions
for univariate functions. This is done by replacing the symbol n of an input
3

Formally, for 0 ≤ a ≤ b, we have that n a ∈ O(n b ), and for 1 < a ≤ b we get that a n ∈ O (b n ).
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variable by a symbol n̄ of an input vector. For instance, for any multivariate
function g in Nm 7→ R+ , O(g ) denotes the set of functions f in Nm 7→ R+ for
which there is a real c u > 0 such that f (n̄) ≤ c u g (n̄), for large input vectors.
Here, large input vector means one in which all components are large.
Example 3.2. Consider the multivariate function f (A, B ) = A ∗(2∗B +3). Using
the above properties we can deduce that 2∗B +3 ∈ Θ(B ), and therefore f (A, B ) ∈
Θ(A ∗ B ).

Since cost expressions are functions over integer variables, before we use
the above definition of asymptotic notations, we need first to transform them
into (or approximate them by) ones over natural variables, that moreover are
monotonic on each component. For that, we need to identify some elements of
cost expression that we can abstract to natural variables, such that the resulting
expression is monotonic on those elements: we chose the nat subexpressions
as those elements (see Section 2.4). The next example explains this choice.
Example 3.3. Consider the cost expression nat(l 0 − i 0 ) ∗ (2 ∗ nat(l 0 − 1) + 3) of
Example 2.7. Since it is monotonic on its nat components, we can abstract it
to the function A ∗ (2 ∗ B + 3), where A and B are natural variables that abstract
nat(l 0 − i 0 ) and nat(l 0 − 1) respectively. We cannot abstract this cost expression
by mapping l 0 and i 0 to natural variables since the cost expression is not monotonic on i 0 .

We define the asymptotic notations for cost expressions e as a multivariate
function f e , where every natural argument of f e corresponds to a nat subexpression of e. This abstraction should map different nat subexpressions to different
variables of f e , but the same natural variable should be used for nat subexpressions that appear more than once. We call f e the nat-free abstraction of e, and
its variables the nat variables.
Example 3.4. In Example 3.3, for e ≡ nat(l 0 − i 0 ) ∗ (2 ∗ nat(l 0 − 1) + 3), we used
the nat-free abstraction f e ≡ A ∗ (2 ∗ B ∗ +3).

The asymptotic relation between cost expressions is defined just as the relation between their nat-free abstractions. Namely, if f 1 and f 2 are the nat-free
abstractions of e 1 and e 2 respectively, then e 1 ∈ O(e 2 ) if f 1 ∈ O( f 2 ).
Using the nat-free abstraction to define the asymptotic notations carries a
basic intuition in complexity analysis [15, 86, 66]. The asymptotic complexity
of the program is related directly to the number of iterations that each loop
performs. As we have seen in Section 2.5, the number of iterations of a loop is
bounded by a cost expression nat(l ) where l is a linear ranking function. Thus,
the nat expressions are the main components that affect the cost of the program, so we may define the complexity of the program as the one in which the
nat subexpressions take large values.
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2 Asymptotic Transformation
In general, an asymptotic transformation [128, 2] is a procedure that takes a
cost expression e and returns a simpler and asymptotically equivalent expression e 0 . Such a transformation consists of a series of steps to remove redundant
operands and operations: if a and b are two expressions and ¦ is an operation,
we say that b is a redundant expression if a ¦ b ∈ Θ(a), so b does not change
the asymptotic complexity of the expression. In our case, our asymptotic transformation takes as input a bound given as a pair {e, ϕ}, where e is a cost expression and ϕ is a a conjunction of linear constraints that restricts the values of
the variables of e. In the following we say that ϕ is a context constraint. Our
asymptotic transformation works in three steps:

1. Computing the nat-free abstraction f e as described in the previous section. However, to avoid generating too many nat-variables, we first modify
e such that proportional nat sub-expressions are replaced by a common
one. Thus, they will be abstracted to the same nat-variable.
2. Transforming the nat-free expression f e into an asymptotic normal form
by performing the following operations: 1) replace every max operation
max(e 1 , e 2 ) by e 1 +e 2 ; 2) remove all multiplicative constants; 3) replace each
exponential cost expression b A − 1 by b A ; 4) replace each logarithmic cost
expression logb (A + 1) by log A; and 5) rewrite the expression as a sum of
products of basic cost expressions (Section 2.4) .
3. Remove redundant terms from the normalised cost expression. Those addends in the sum that are asymptotically smaller than others, and thus do
not modify the asymptotic order of the sum.

The first two steps are easy to implement, since they are just two syntactic
transformations. For the last step it is necessary to use an asymptotic comparison that we describe in the next section.

Example 3.5. Consider the cost expression e = nat(l 0 ) ∗ (2 ∗ nat(l 0 − 1) + 3) of
Example 2.7. Our transformation proceeds as follows: (1) nat(l 0 −1) is replaced
by nat(l 0 ) and then the nat-free abstraction results in f e = A ∗ (2 ∗ A + 3); (2) the
constants in f e are removed, and then f e is transformed into the normal form
A 2 + A; (3) the redundant term A is removed to obtain A 2 . To get A 2 in terms of
the original nat expressions, we undo the nat-free abstraction which results in
nat(l 0 )2 .
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3 Asymptotic Comparison
Our asymptotic comparison procedure takes two nat-free expressions e 1 and
e 2 , together with a context constraint ϕ, and tries to prove that e 1 ∈ O(e 2 ). It is
based on the notions of asymptotic subsumption and asymptotic weight:
• Asymptotic subsumption. If A and B are nat-variables that correspond
to nat(l a ) and nat(l b ) respectively, we say that A subsumes B (modulo ϕ),
written as A < B , if ϕ implies that nat(l b ) ∈ O (nat(l a )).
• Asymptotic weight. It is the key measure to compare the growth of each
expression, such as the base of the exponential factors, or the degree of the
polynomials or poly-logarithmic4 factors. Comparing the weights of expressions is done by first comparing the exponential base, then the degree
of the polynomials and finally the degree of the poly-logarithms.
These notions provide a straightforward way to compare two cost expressions
e 1 and e 2 , modulo a context constraint ϕ:
(R1) To prove that P ∈ O(b), where b is a basic cost expression and P is a
product of basic expressions, we have to check 1) that the nat-variable
of b subsumes (modulo ϕ) every nat-variable of P ; and 2) that b has a
greater asymptotic weight than P .
(R2) To prove that P ∈ O(Q), where P and Q are products of basic cost expressions, we try to factorise P into k sub-products P = p 1 ∗ p 2 ∗ . . . ∗ p k , such
that there exists k different factors b i in Q verifying p i ∈ O(b i ).
(R3) To prove that S ∈ O(T ), where S and T are sums of products of basic cost
expressions, we only have to find, for each addend a in S, an addend a 0 in
T for which a ∈ O(a 0 ).
Let us see an example of the above comparison rules.
Example 3.6. Let us compare the nat-free expressions e 1 ≡ 2B C 2 + A 3 D + D 2 A
and e 2 ≡ B 7C + A 2 log2 B +B 2C 2 +D 2 logC , where A = nat(x + y), B = nat(x), C =
nat(y), and D = nat(z). Assuming the context constraint ϕ ≡ {x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0, z ≥ y},
we can deduce the subsumption relations A < B, A < C , D < C . Now we can
build a proof of e 2 ∈ O(e 1 ) as follows:
• Using (R1) we deduce the following relations:
¡ ¢
¡ ¢
¡ ¢
¡ ¢
B 7 ∈O 2B A 2 log2 B ∈O A 3 B 2C ∈O A 3 C ∈O C 2
¡ ¢
C ∈O (D)
logC ∈O (A)
D 2 ∈O D 2
In the case of A 2 log2 B ∈ O(A 3 ), we have that A subsumes both A and B ,
and the asymptotic weight of A 3 is greater than that of A 2 log2 B .
4

A poly-logarithm is an expression like (log A)2 .
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• Using (R2) we deduce the following relations:
B 7C ∈ O(2B C 2 )

B 2C 2 ∈ O(A 3 D)

A 2 log2 B ∈ O(A 3 D)

D 2 logC ∈ O(D 2 A)

In the case of A 2 log2 B ∈ O(A 3 D), we only use one sub-product and one
factor since A 2 log2 B ∈ O(A 3 ). In B 2C 2 ∈ O(A 3 D), we factorise B 2C 2 into
B 2C ∗C and we use the relations B 2C ∈ O(A 3 ) and C ∈ O(D).
• Using (R3) we deduce that
¡
¢
B 7C + A 2 log2 B + B 2C 2 + D 2 logC ∈ O 2B C 2 + A 3 D + D 2 A
because for every addend on the left there is one addend on the right that
is asymptotically bigger (as shown in the previous step).



Thus, we conclude that e 2 ∈ O(e 1 ).

The comparison procedure above is correct, however it is not complete. I.e.,
there exists cases in which e 1 ∈ O(e 2 ) but the procedure is unable to prove it.
Example 3.7. For e 1 ≡ A 2 + B 2 and e 2 ≡ AB , it holds that e 1 ∈ O(e 2 ), but our
automatic comparison fails to prove it.


4 Asymptotic Cost Analysis
In this section we discuss how to build an asymptotic cost analyser that directly
infers asymptotic bounds. A straightforward solution is to feed the output of
an existing non-asymptotic cost analyser [75, 67, 58, 92, 132] to the input of the
asymptotic transformation.
Example 3.8. If we apply the asymptotic transformation to the UBFs of Example 2.7, we get the following asymptotic bounds:
inSort(l 0 ) = nat(l 0 )2
for(l 0 , i 0 ) = nat(l 0 − i 0 ) ∗ nat(l 0 )

insert(i 0 ) = nat(i 0 )
whilea (i 0 ) = nat(i 0 )

which are, precisely, what we would obtain by manually analysing the asymptotic cost of the methods and loops of the inSort program in Figure 2.2.

This solution is correct, but it is inefficient because the cost analyser generates detailed information that is thrown away by the asymptotic transformation. To avoid generating these details, we have developed an asymptotic CRS
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solver that directly generates asymptotic bounds. The advantage of this approach is its efficiency, however, it can be applied only to cost analysers that are
based on generating CRSs and then solving then into corresponding bounds.
Our solver follows the same phases as P UBS (see Section 2.5), however, it
also applies the asymptotic transformation immediately after a cost expression
is generated. In particular, we apply it at the following steps of P UBS:
• When transforming a CRS to direct recursive form, P UBS generates cost
expressions that are collected from the unfolded equations. We apply the
asymptotic transformation to such expressions.
• When transforming each CR in the CRS to a stand-alone form, P UBS replaces each external call by the bound computed for the called CR, and
adds the bounds to the cost expression of the corresponding equation. We
apply the asymptotic transformation to such expressions.
• When solving a standalone CR into a non-asymptotic bound, before storing this bound function we also apply the asymptotic transformation.
We do not change the way in which P UBS computes a ranking function, maximises cost expressions, and solves a standalone CR to bound functions.

Example 3.9. Let us apply the asymptotic resolution to solve the CRS of Figure 2.6. Transforming this CRS to direct recursion is done as in Example 2.6,
except that when generating the third equation of whilea , the asymptotic transformation replaces the constant 2 with 1. The cost expressions of the other
equations are already in asymptotic form. The next step is to solve the CRS,
one CR at a time, similarly to what we have done in Example 2.7:
• The UBF of the CR whilea (i 0 ) is nat(i 0 ) + 1. The asymptotic transformation
reduces it to the AUBF whilea + (i 0 ) = nat(i 0 ).
• Substituting whilea + (i 0 ) in the CR insert, results in a stand-alone CR with
a single equation in which the cost expression is 1 + nat(i 0 ), which is then
reduced by the asymptotic transformation to nat(i 0 ). Then, we get the UBF
insert + (i 0 ) = nat(i 0 ).
• Substituting insert + (i 0 ) in the CR for, results in a stand-alone CR in which
the cost expression of the recursive equation is nat(i 0 ), which is already in
asymptotic form. Solving this CR results in the UBF nat(l 0 −i 0 )∗ nat(l 0 −1),
which is then reduced by the asymptotic transformation to for + (l 0 , i 0 ) =
nat(l 0 − i 0 ) ∗ nat(l 0 ).
• Substituting for + (l 0 , i 0 ) in the CR inSort, and then solving it, results in the
UBF nat(l 0 − 1) ∗ nat(l 0 ), which is then reduced by the asymptotic transformation to inSort + (l 0 ) = nat(l 0 )2 .
Note that the UBFs computed above are as those of Example 3.8.
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5 Experimental Evaluation
In this section we discuss an experimental evaluation of our techniques, which
mainly compares our techniques to those of P UBS for inferring non-asymptotic
bounds. Note that the existing techniques for transforming bounds to asymptotic form [128, 70] do not work with the kind of cost expressions used in C OSTA.
Evaluation of the Asymptotic Transformation. We implemented our transformation as a back-end of C OSTA. To experimentally evaluate it, we applied it
to transform to asymptotic form the UBFs on memory consumption obtained
by [13, §7]. For all benchmarks, the transformation obtained an accurate and
minimal asymptotic form, and it took a negligible time. This shows how our
transformation enables the transfer of existing work and software on computing non-asymptotic closed-form bounds into generating asymptotic closedform bounds. This technique is applicable both to UBFs and LBFs, for any cost
model and for any size measure.
Evaluation of the Asymptotic Resolution. In a second set of experiments, we
studied the scalability of our approach, that is, how the size of the cost expressions and the time required to compute it increase when solving larger CRs.
We have used the same set of benchmarks that were used in [5, §10.2] to study
the scalability of P UBS. For each benchmark, we computed both a UBFs (using P UBS) and an AUBFs, and observed the following: (1) the time required
to compute a UBF grows significantly with the size of the CRs, while the time
to compute an AUBF remains small; (2) the size of each UBF is significantly
larger than its corresponding AUBF; (3) the ratio between the size of the computed bounds and the number of equations grows faster for non-asymptotic
UBFs than for asymptotic ones; and (4) for some of the biggest benchmarks, it
was not possible to compute a non-asymptotic UBF in a reasonable time, but
it was possible to compute the asymptotic form. These observations demonstrate that our approach is scalable.

6 Related Work
Asymptotic notations. Knuth [90] gave the formal definition of the asymptotic notations for univariate functions. Some authors [45, §3.1],[112, §9.2] use
this definition because it is easy to translate to a logical formula from which to
prove some basic properties. Others [119, §1.2], [62, §4.1.1], use another equivalent definition of O and Θ, based on the limit of the quotient f (n)/g (n) when
n tends to infinity. This is a more intuitive definition, as it better conveys the
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idea that we study the proportionality between functions for arbitrarily large
values of the input. Our work is centered on the big-O and big-Theta notations.
However, it can be extended to other notationse.
A fundamental part of our work was to extend these notations to multivariate natural functions, and, at the same time, preserve the corresponding algebraic properties. We solved this issue by restricting the definition to functions
that are monotonic on all input components as shown by Howell [79].
Asymptotic Transformation and Comparison. Stoutemyer [128] presents another method for the asymptotic transformation and comparison of functions.
His procedure is built on the M ACSYMA computer algebra system, and uses
some of its advanced features. For instance, to compute limits of function quotients or Taylor series that cover a wide set of expressions. On the other hand,
our method can handle context information (in the form of linear constraints).
Our comparison method has some similarities with the method in P UBS for
comparing non-asymptotic cost expressions [4].
Asymptotic Cost Analysis. Early works on static cost analysis [41, 43] distinguish between macro and micro analysis of programs, where the first one focuses on a dominant operation and the latter considers all operations. Under this view, an asymptotic bound falls into the category of macro analysis.
In [102], an automatic asymptotic cost analysis for Horn clauses was presented, which has to take into account the sparsity of the relations in the logic
program. The ACE system [97] performs an asymptotic cost analysis, which
is based on program transformation, for programs in a first-order functional
language. Complexity analyses have also been developed for other languages,
such as simple loop programs [86], or term rewriting systems [103], and through
the later for logic programming languages [60].

7 Further Reading
In this Chapter we have discussed the main contributions of [2], which are
1) the extension of the asymptotic notations to cost expressions; 2) an asymptotic transformation and comparison for cost expressions; and 3) an asymptotic
CRS solver. We have illustrated the transformation and analysis with a simple
example. The article contains the definitions of the asymptotic notations for
cost expressions, and the definitions of the asymptotic transformation and the
asymptotic comparison for cost expressions. It also provides correctness statements and their corresponding proofs.

4 | Nonlinear Operations
In this Chapter we describe a value analysis that is able to handle nonlinear integer arithmetic operations. When used within C OSTA, it allows inferring precise asymptotic bound functions for programs on which C OSTA failed or inferred imprecise ones before. This contribution has been published in the following article:
D IEGO E STEBAN A LONSO -B LAS , P URI A RENAS , AND S AMIR G ENAIM.
Handling Non-linear Operations in the Value Analysis of C OSTA. Electronic Notes in Theoretical Computer Science, 279(1):3–17, 2011. Proceedings of Workshop on Bytecode Semantics, Verification, Analysis
and Transformation (BYTECODE)

Overview
Our major goal in this dissertation is to improve the precision of C OSTA, so
that it computes precise bound functions for a wider class of programs. In this
Chapter we focus on those components that abstract RBR instructions to linear constraints, infer postconditions for the different ACR procedures by means
of linear constraints, and incorporate all these linear constraints in the corresponding CRS. Our goal is to improve the accuracy of such components so that
they compute tighter approximations, or equivalently stronger constraints. The
strength of these constraints has a direct impact on the precision of the inferred
bounds: if they are too weak, then the CRS might include spurious evaluations
that correspond to no program execution.
The constraints in the CRS approximate the values of the program variables
at corresponding program points, and also define relations between the values of these variables. As we have seen in Chapter 2, these constraints come
from either the abstract compilation or the value analysis. The value analysis
of C OSTA is based on the theory of Abstract Interpretation [48, 46]. This theory
starts from the observation that the exact set of value relations is not computable. Instead, an abstract interpretation uses an abstract domain, which is a
syntactic class of formulas [34, §12.1.4], that (typically) restricts the shape of
the relations that can be used to either approximate the effect of executing a
sequence of instructions, or to represent the inferred value relations.
Both the abstract compilation and the value analysis are based on the use of
conjunctions of linear constraints which are enough, in practice, for efficiently
48
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int clog ( int x , int
int z = 0 ;
if (b > 1) {
int y = 1 ;
while ( y <
y = y *
z = z +
} ;
}
return z ;
}
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b ){

x ){
b ;
1 ;

F

Figure 4.1: Java code for the clog example. We mark the product with F.
and precisely handling a wide class of programs. However, they are not enough
for modeling the effect of nonlinear operations, like for instance the product
z = x ∗ y, whose semantics cannot be precisely modeled with a conjunction of
linear constraints. This clearly affects the precision of the inferred bounds if the
cost depends on such instructions.
The main problem we are dealing with, in this Chapter, is the imprecision
in the abstract compilation and value analysis caused by such nonlinear arithmetic instructions. To solve this problem, we notice that although we cannot
model these operations using a single conjunction of linear constraints, we can
do so if we use a finite disjunction of such conjunctions by splitting the semantics of each nonlinear operation into several cases. Moreover, we can encode such disjunctions as auxiliary procedures in the ACR program, and thus,
we can still use a scalable value analysis, and at the same time benefit from the
disjunctive information to infer more precise value relations.
In Section 4.1 we explain the inner workings of our approach; In Section 4.2
we discuss an experimental evaluation of the techniques. in Section 4.3 we
overview related work; and in Section 4.4 we describe some further details that
can be found in the article.

1 Handling a Nonlinear Operation
The abstract compilation of C OSTA abstracts nonlinear operations to true, the
constraint that represents the space of all program states. This results in a significant loss of precision that leads to inferring asymptotically imprecise bounds,
as demonstrated in the following example.
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clog(〈x, b〉, 〈r 〉) ←
z := 0,
ifc (〈x, b, z〉, 〈r 〉).
ifc (〈x, b, z〉, 〈z〉) ←
{¬b > 1}.
ifc (〈x, b, z〉, 〈z〉) ←
{b > 1},
y := 1,
whilec (〈x, b, y, z〉, 〈z〉).
whilec (〈x, b, y, z〉, 〈z〉) ←
{¬y < x}.
whilec (〈x, b, y, z〉, 〈z〉) ←
{y < x},
y := y ∗ b,
F
z := z + 1,
whilec (〈x, b, y, z〉, 〈z〉).

clog(〈x 0 , b 0 〉, 〈〉) ←
true,
ifc (〈x 0 , b 0 〉, 〈〉).
ifc (〈x 0 , b 0 〉, 〈〉) ←
b 0 ≤ 1.
ifc (〈x 0 , b 0 〉, 〈〉) ←
b 0 ≥ 2,
y 0 = 1,
whilec (〈x 0 , b 0 , y 0 〉, 〈〉).
whilec (〈x 0 , b 0 , y 0 〉, 〈〉) ←
y 0 ≥ x0 .
whilec (〈x 0 , b 0 , y 0 〉, 〈〉) ←
y 0 + 1 ≤ x0 ,
true,
F
acquire(1),
whilec (〈x 0 , b 0 , y 1 〉, 〈〉).

Figure 4.2: The RBR (left) and the ACR (right) obtained by C OSTA for the clog
example. We mark the nonlinear instruction with F.
Example 4.1. Figure 4.1 depicts a Java method clog, which takes as input two
positive numbers x and b, and returns the value of dlogb (x)e. We are interested in analysing the cost of this program with respect to a cost model that
counts, for example, the number of visits to the loop body. Note that the precise
asymptotic UBF in such case is in Θ(log(x)). The corresponding RBR and ACR
programs, generated by C OSTA, are depicted in Figure 4.2. Note that the RBR
variables r and z were removed in the ACR because they do not affect the cost.
In this example, the loss of crucial information happens in the abstract compilation step. In the Java method (resp. RBR program), the instruction y = y ∗ b
(resp. y := y ∗ b) updates y (resp. y) to hold the value of y ∗ b (resp. y ∗ b). However, the constraint true in the ACR program means that variable y 1 may take
any value, and this causes the cost of this ACR program to be unbounded. 
In order to solve the above precision problem, and infer a precise UBF for
method clog, we need to handle the product operation more precisely. That
is, we want to improve the abstract compilation and value analysis to obtain a
more precise value relation for that instruction. For this, we could use abstract
domains that are able to track nonlinear relations [116, 28, 64]. However, operations in these domains are computationally expensive, which would render
the value analysis impractical in most cases.
Our solution is based on the following observation: although the instruction
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is not linear, it can be approximated by a linear relation under certain contexts.
That is, if a linear constraint over the values of the operands (the context) holds,
then an inequality over the result, or a relation between its input and output
variables, holds as well.
Example 4.2. Consider the instruction y := y ∗ b in the RBR program of Figure 4.2. If we have no information about the values of y and b, then the constraint true is the only correct way of abstracting the semantics of y := y ∗b with
a conjunction of linear constraints. Instead, if the constraint y ≥ 1 ∧ b ≥ 2 is
known to hold before the instruction, then we can use this context information
to refine the abstraction of y := y ∗ b to y 1 ≥ 2 ∗ y 0 , where y 0 and y 1 represent
the values of y before and after the instruction, respectively.

The essence of our solution is to use context-sensitive information to refine the abstraction of nonlinear operations. Namely, we abstract each such
instruction to a disjunction of cases, where each case specifies a possible scenario using a conjunction of linear inequalities. Note that for this abstraction to
be correct, these cases must cover the whole input domain. The actual challenge here is how to represent these disjunctions and at the same time keep the
value analysis practical.
An immediate solution would be to use disjunctive abstract domains, like
powerset of polyhedra. However, these domains usually come with a performance overhead, which renders the analysis impractical in many cases. Moreover,
we note that this disjunctive information is not required globally, but only locally when analysing the effect of nonlinear instructions. Thus, our solution,
inspired by [115], is to encode disjunctions directly in the ACR without using
disjunctive constraints, but rather taking advantage of the disjunctive nature of
procedures in the ACR. For example, we replace the nonlinear arithmetic instruction x := e 1 ∗ e 2 by a call op∗ (〈e 1 , e 2 〉, 〈x〉), and define the auxiliary abstract
procedure op∗ by several rules that cover all possible input and simulate the
corresponding disjunction. Importantly, each rule of op∗ uses only a conjunction of linear constraints.
Example 4.3. Figure 4.3 depicts the ACR program obtained by applying the new
abstract compilation to the RBR of method clog. This ACR is almost identical
to the one in Figure 4.2, except that the instruction y := y ∗ b is now abstracted
to a call op∗ (〈y 0 , b 0 〉, 〈y 1 〉) which is defined in Figure 4.3 (at the bottom). The
rules of op∗ were carefully designed to partition its input domain, such that, the
postcondition of each case propagates accurate information about constancy,
equality and progression (e.g., multiplication by a constant). In particular, we
distinguish the cases in which x = 0 (constancy), x = ±1 (equality) and those in
which |x| > 1 and |y| > 1 (progress). Note that in case (g ) the constraints z ≥ 2x
and z ≥ 2y are crucial for finding a logarithmic UBF for our example.
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clog(〈x 0 , b 0 〉, 〈〉) ←
ifc (〈x 0 , b 0 〉, 〈〉).
ifc (〈x 0 , b 0 〉, 〈〉) ←
b 0 ≤ 1.
ifc (〈x 0 , b 0 〉, 〈〉) ←
b 0 ≥ 2,
y 0 = 1,
whilec (〈x 0 , b 0 , y 0 〉, 〈〉).
op∗ (〈x, y〉, 〈z〉) ←
x = 0,
z = 0.
op∗ (〈x, y〉, 〈z〉) ←
y = 0,
z = 0.
op∗ (〈x, y〉, 〈z〉) ←
x = 1,
z = y.
op∗ (〈x, y〉, 〈z〉) ←
y = 1,
z = x.
op∗ (〈x, y〉, 〈z〉) ←
x = −1,
z = −y.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d )

(e)

whilec (〈x 0 , b 0 , y 0 〉, 〈〉) ←
y 0 ≥ x0 .
whilec (〈x 0 , b 0 , y 0 〉, 〈〉) ←
y 0 + 1 ≤ x0 ,
op∗ (〈y 0 , b 0 〉, 〈y 1 〉,
F
acquire(1),
whilec (〈x 0 , b 0 , y 1 〉, 〈〉).

op∗ (〈x, y〉, 〈z〉) ←
y = −1,
z = −x.
op∗ (〈x, y〉, 〈z〉) ←
x ≥ 2, y ≥ 2,
z ≥ 2x, z ≥ 2y.
op∗ (〈x, y〉, 〈z〉) ←
x ≥ 2, y ≤ −2,
z ≤ −2x, z ≤ 2y.
op∗ (〈x, y〉, 〈z〉) ←
x ≤ −2, y ≥ 2,
z ≤ 2x, z ≤ −2y.
op∗ (〈x, y〉, 〈z〉) ←
x ≤ −2, y ≤ −2,
z ≥ −2x, z ≥ −2y.

(f )

(g )

(h)

(i )

(j)

Figure 4.3: The ACR program obtained by our modified abstract compilation for
the clog program. The instruction y := y ∗ b is abstracted to op∗ (〈y 0 , b 0 〉, 〈y 1 〉).
Below, we show the rules of the auxiliary procedure op∗ .
After the abstract compilation, which abstracts each nonlinear operation
to a call to an auxiliary procedure, the value analysis infers which of the cases
of this procedure are enabled in the context of that call. This is done using
an abstract interpretation to infer a precondition that describes how each ACR
procedure is called. Technically, this is done using a fixpoint algorithm that
computes the least fixed point (LFP) of a corresponding abstract collecting semantics. To keep the analysis efficient, we use the non-disjunctive abstract
domain of polyhedra. Using this precondition, the value analysis can obtain
a more precise postcondition for the nonlinear operation, as the least upper
bound (lub) of the cases that are enabled. Once these pre and postconditions
are computed, the CRS is generated as described in Section 2.4, except that preconditions are incorporated in the CRS as well. Then, the corresponding CRS

4.2. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
clog(x 0 , b 0 ) =
ifc (x 0 , b 0 ) =
ifc (x 0 , b 0 ) =
whilec (x 0 , b 0 , y 0 ) =
whilec (x 0 , b 0 , y 0 ) =

ifc (x 0 , b 0 )
0
whilec (x 0 , b 0 , y 0 )
0
1+whilec (x 0 , b 0 , y 1 )
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{}
{b 0 ≤ 1}
{b 0 ≥ 2, y 0 = 1}
{y 0 ≥ x 0 }
{y 0 +1 ≤ x 0 , b 0 ≥ 2, y 0 ≥ 1, y 1 ≥ 2∗y 0 }
pre−op∗

post−op∗

Figure 4.4: CRS inferred for the clog method, using our value analysis.
can be solved by P UBS to infer a UBF, just as done in Section 2.5.
Example 4.4. Consider the ACR program of Figure 4.3. For the ACR procedure
op∗ (〈b 0 , y 0 〉, 〈y 1 〉), the LFP algorithm infers the precondition ϕ ≡ {b 0 ≥ 2, y 0 ≥ 1}.
For each rule of the op∗ procedure, the algorithm computes the conjunction of
ϕ with the constraints in the rule. A rule is enabled if this conjunction is not
equal to false. Only the rules (d ) and (g ) are enabled, and their conjunctions
are ϕd ≡ {y 0 ≥ 2, b 0 ≥ 1, y 1 = y 0 } and ϕg ≡ {y 0 ≥ 2, b 0 ≥ 2, y 1 ≥ 2y 0 , y 1 ≥ 2b 0 },
respectively. The algorithm computes the postcondition of op∗ (〈b 0 , y 0 〉, 〈y 1 〉)
as the lub (convex hull) of ϕd and ϕg , which is ϕ0 ≡ ϕ ∧ {y 1 ≥ 2 ∗ y 0 }. From
the ACR program, we now generate the CRS depicted in Figure 4.4. Note that
the pre and postcondition of the auxiliary ACR procedure op∗ are added to the
second equation of the CR whilec . Then, P UBS is able to solve it to the UBF
clog + (x 0 , b 0 ) = log2 (nat (x 0 ) + 1) which is asymptotically precise.

Note that the original value analysis of C OSTA follows a bottom-up strategy
similar to that of [30], but for our method to handle nonlinear instructions, we
need a top-down approach [40] in order to infer preconditions as well. Finally,
note that in our abstraction we ignore the possibility of arithmetic overflow.
Like other works in this field, we assume that overflow is an erroneous behaviour that should be handled independently in a previous step.

2 Experimental Evaluation
We implemented our value analysis in C OSTA, for this (1) we implemented the
top-down LFP algorithm that is described in the corresponding paper; and (2)
modified the abstract compilation of nonlinear RBR operations so as to insert
the auxiliary procedures in the ACR program. We use the Parma Polyhedra Library [24] for representing the corresponding abstract domains.
For our experiments, we used typical benchmarks that use nonlinear and
bitvector operations. These benchmarks come from the literature on program
analysis and from the Java standard libraries.
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Each benchmark was analysed for termination and cost with respect to the
number of instructions cost model, using C OSTA with and without our extension. Without our extension C OSTA failed on all benchmarks as expected, and
with the extension it succeeded to prove termination and infer UBFs for all
benchmarks. We observed that our value analysis is slower than the original
one of C OSTA, this is mainly due to the use of a top-down LFP algorithm, instead of the bottom-up one [10].
We also applied two other termination analysers for JBC, J ULIA [125] and
AProVE [61], on the same set of benchmarks. J ULIA could not prove any of
them terminating. AProVE could not prove termination of benchmarks that use
bitvector operations, and proved termination of the rest. However, it required
significantly more time (an order of magnitude larger).
These experiments confirm that, by using a value analysis that 1) abstracts
nonlinear operations to disjunctions of linear cases, 2) encodes these disjunctions in the ACR programs as extra rule, 3) uses a non-disjunctive domain like
polyhedra, and 4) follows a top-down LFP algorithm; we can greatly improve
the precision of the value analysis of programs that use nonlinear operations.

3 Related Work
The value analysis of C OSTA is based on Abstract Interpretation [48, 46], a theory for semantic-based program analysis, which allows systematic derivation
of sound program analysers. This theory has been used to develop industrial
analysers, such as A STRÉE [49] and Julia [125].
Abstract Compilation. The notion of abstract compilation was first proposed
in [72] as a syntactic transformation of programs into abstract programs, that
can be then analysed for inferring a property of interest. Boucher [33] extends
this notion to include optimisations on the abstract program.
Numerical Abstract Domains. Apart from the domain of polyhedra [68], the
LFP algorithm of our method can also use any weakly relational abstract domain [25] to represent linear inequalities. The benefit of using them is that, by
restricting the shape of the linear constraints, the abstract operations for these
domains are computationally cheaper than those of polyhedra, so the LFP algorithm scales better. However, the disadvantage of doing this is that the results
may not be precise enough. For instance, the inequality y 1 ≥ 2 ∗ y 0 from Example 4.4, which is crucial for inferring a precise AUBF, cannot be represented
in some of these domains.
Some nonlinear instructions, like the product, could be represented using
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an abstract domain of conjunctions of equalities [111] and inequalities [28]
between multivariate polynomials of bounded degree. Also, we could use the
method of [64] to lift an abstract domain of linear inequalities to constraints
between logarithmic, exponential, radical and max expressions. However, these
domains are computationally expensive.
The abstract domain of linear constraints between the absolute values of
variables [37] could be used to abstract some nonlinear operations. For instance, we could abstract z := x mod y to |z| < |y| ∧ |z| ≤ |x|.
Abstract Interpretation with Disjunctive Information A fundamental point
in our technique is how to handle disjunctive information, a problem for which
many solutions exist. On the side of abstract domains, one can use powerset
domains [24] to represent finite disjunctions of elements. However, in [115]
the authors argue that operations with these domains do not scale. Instead,
they propose to handle disjunctive information via a program transformation,
which they call an elaboration. The basic idea is to replace each node and its
disjunctive invariant in the original CFG, by several nodes in the elaborated
CFG, each with an invariant that corresponds to a disjunct of the original one.
Trace partitioning [109] splits the set of all traces in the program semantics in
several subsets, where each subset admits a non-disjunctive invariant.

4 Further Reading
In this Chapter we have briefly described how to handle nonlinear operations
in the abstract compilation and the value analysis of C OSTA, with the goal of inferring precise bounds for programs that use such operations. However, in the
article the value analysis is presented towards the goal of proving termination
by means of synthesising ranking functions.
In the article, we describe how to apply the method to handle not only the
product z = x ∗ y, but also the nonlinear operations of integer quotient z = x/y,
integer modulo z = x%y, and bitvector operations such as bitwise and z = x&y,
bitwise or z = x|y, left shift z = x << y, and right shift z = x >> y. For inferring
the pre and postcondition of each auxiliary procedure, the article also describes
an interprocedural LFP algorithm that follows a top-down strategy [40].

5 | Amortised and Beyond
In this chapter we explore the limits of the classical approach to cost analysis
which is used in C OSTA, i.e., the approach that first abstracts the input program to a CRS and then solves this CRS into UBFs. It is known that this approach might infer UBFs that are asymptotically less precise than the actual
cost. As yet, it was assumed that this imprecision is due to the way CRSs are
solved into UBFs. We show that this assumption is partially true, and identify
the reason due to which CRSs cannot precisely model the cost of some programs, independently from the precision of the underlying components. Then,
to overcome these limitations, we develop a new approach to cost analysis, that
is based on the use of satisfiability modulo theory (SMT for short) solvers and
quantifier elimination (QE for short) procedures. Our approach is developed
in a context in which, in addition to acquiring resources, programs can release
resources as well. This gives rise to the notion of peak-cost. Our results have
a strong relation to amortised cost analysis. This contribution has been published in the following article
D IEGO E STEBAN A LONSO -B LAS AND S AMIR G ENAIM.
On the Limits of the Classical Approach to Cost Analysis. In Antoine Miné and
David Schmidt, editors of the Proceedings of International Static Analysis Symposium (SAS), volume 7460 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages 405–421. Springer, September 2012

Overview
Our main goal in this dissertation is to improve the precision of C OSTA in several directions. In this Chapter we focus on well-known precision issues of the
classical approach to cost analysis, on which C OSTA is based.
A core assumption in C OSTA, and Wegbreit’s classical approach [135] in general, is that the input of an ACR procedure determines both its output and its
cost. This is reflected in the fact that each ACR procedure is abstracted into the
following two separate pieces information: (1) a CR that models how the cost
depends on the input; and (2) a value postcondition that approximates the relation between the input and the output of the ACR procedure. In Section 5.1
we show that this assumption is the source of some well-known precision issues of C OSTA. In particular, we provide examples for which there is an implicit
codependency between the output of an ACR procedure and its cost, which is
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// @requires s >= 0 && m >= 0
void main ( int s , int m) {
for ( ; m > 0 ; m -- )
while ( s > 0 && coin () )
s = s - 1 ;
F
}
Figure 5.1: Java code for our guiding example.

crucial to infer precise UBFs. C OSTA abstracts this output-cost codependency
away when it transforms the ACR into the CRS, and thus introduces spurious
evaluations that exist in the CRS but not in the ACR. This, in turn, leads to inferring asymptotically imprecise UBFs.
To solve this imprecision, we turn the implicit output-cost codependency
into an explicit one by allowing UBFs to use the output parameters as well. We
refer to such bounds as net-cost UBFs, which describe the cost of complete finite executions. In Section 5.2 we develop a novel technique for inferring such
UBFs that is based on the use of QE and SMT solving. In Section 5.3 we consider another notion of cost, which we call the peak-cost, that estimates the
quantity of resources that a program can hold simultaneously. This is useful for
programs that can release resources and not only acquire them. Importantly, it
also complements the net-cost bounds to handle non-terminating executions.
We develop a novel technique for inferring peak-cost UBFs that is also based on
the use of QE and SMT solving. In Section 5.4 we discuss an interesting relation
between our approach and that of automated amortised analysis [81]. Briefly,
we show that the potential functions in amortised analysis are just a restricted
case of net-cost UBFs. In Section 5.5 we discuss an experimental evaluation of
the techniques. In Section 5.6 we overview related work, and in Section 5.7 we
describe some further details that can be found in the article.

1 The Output-Cost Codependency
Let us start our discussion with an example that illustrates the precision problem, of the classical approach to cost analysis, that we are dealing with in this
chapter. The example is adapted from [131].
Example 5.1. Figure 5.1 includes a Java method in which the outer for loop
performs m iterations, and in each iteration the inner while loop decrements
variable s an arbitrary number of times – assuming that method coin nondeterministically returns true or false. We are interested in inferring a UBF
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(a) for(〈s 0 , m 0 〉, 〈〉) ←
m 0 = 0,
s 0 ≥ 0.
(b) for(〈s 0 , m 0 〉, 〈〉) ←
m 0 ≥ 1,
s 0 ≥ 0,
while(〈s 0 〉, 〈s 1 〉),
m 1 = m 0 − 1,
for(〈s 1 , m 1 〉, 〈〉).

while(〈s 0 〉, 〈s 1 〉) ←
s 0 ≥ 0,
s1 = s0 .
(d ) while(〈s 0 〉, 〈s 1 〉) ←
s 0 ≥ 1,
acquire(1),
s 2 = s 0 − 1,
while(〈s 2 〉, 〈s 1 〉).
(c)

Figure 5.2: ACR program for our guiding example.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d )

for(s 0 , m 0 ) = 0
for(s 0 , m 0 ) = while(s 0 ) + for(s 1 , m 1 )
while(s 0 ) = 0
while(s 0 ) = 1+while(s 2 )

{m=0, s 0 ≥ 0}
{m 0 ≥ 1, s 0 ≥ s 1 ≥ 0, m 1 = m 0 −1}
{s 0 ≥ 0}
{s 0 ≥ 1, s 2 = s 0 − 1}

Figure 5.3: CRS for our guiding example.
on the number of visits to Line 5 (marked with F). Note that the precise UBF is
in Θ(s).
Using C OSTA, we generate the ACR program depicted in Figure 5.2 and the
CRS depicted in Figure 5.3 (for simplicity we skip the RBR). We omit procedure
main since it only calls procedure for. In the ACR program, the output variable
s 1 of while represents the value of s upon exit from the while loop. Note that
when generating Equation (b) of the CRS, from Rule (b) of the ACR, the output
parameter s 1 of the call to while is removed and a corresponding postcondition s 0 ≥ s 1 ≥ 0 is added to the equation’s constraints. Applying P UBS on this
CRS results in the UBFs while+ (s 0 ) = s 0 , which is asymptotically precise, and
for + (s 0 , m 0 ) = s 0 ∗ m 0 , which is asymptotically imprecise. Note that, for simplicity, in this Chapter we write UBFs without using the nat operator, however, we
will guarantee that the expressions are always non-negative.

In order to overcome the precision problem of the above example, we first
need to identify which component of C OSTA is responsible for this imprecision.
There are four possibilities: (1) the abstract compilation of the RBR into the
ACR; (2) the value analysis that infers postconditions at the level of the ACR;
(3) the transformation of the ACR into the CRS; (4) the resolution of the CRS
into the final UBF. Next we rule out three of these four possibilities:
• The ACR in Figure 5.2 is a precise abstraction of the Java program of Figure 5.1. Namely, every ACR trace corresponds to an actual execution of
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f (s 0 , m 0 )
{s 1 = s 0 }
f (s 0 , m 0 −1)
m0

w(s 0 )
1
w(s 0 )
1

{s 1 = s 0 }
f (s 0 , m 0 −2)

w(s 0 )
1

f (s 0 , 1)

w(s 0 )
1

f (s 0 , 0)
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w(s 0 −1)

w(s 0 −2)

1

1

w(s 0 −1)

w(s 0 −2)

1

1

w(s 0 −1)

w(s 0 −2)

1

1

w(s 0 −1)

w(s 0 −2)

1

1

w(1)

w(0)
1

w(1)

w(0)
1
w(0)

w(1)
1
w(1)

w(0)
1

s0

Figure 5.4: Evaluation tree of for(s 0 , m 0 ). We abbreviate for, while with f , w.

main. Thus, the abstract compilation is ruled out;
• The post condition s 0 ≥ s 1 ≥ 0 for procedure while, which is inferred by
the value analysis, is the most precise input-output relation for the while
loop. Thus, the value analysis is ruled out as well; and
• Examining the CRS of Figure 5.3, one can see that any call to for(s 0 , m 0 ) has
a corresponding evaluation tree as the one in Figure 5.4, which has a total
cost of s 0 ∗ m 0 . This means that for + (s 0 , m 0 ) = s 0 ∗ m 0 is a precise UBF for
this CRS, so the resolution process of P UBS is ruled out as well.
The only component that has not been ruled out above is the one that transforms the ACR to the CRS, and thus it must be the one responsible for the above
imprecision. Specifically, the CRS contains some spurious evaluations that correspond to no ACR trace, as we show in the next example.
Example 5.2. Consider again the CRS of Figure 5.3 and the evaluation tree of
Figure 5.4, which correspond to an initial call for(s 0 , m 0 ). The evaluation tree
includes m 0 nodes that correspond to applications of Equation (b) – the vertical chain on the left side. Each node has two out-edges that correspond to
calling while and recursively calling for. Note that when recursively calling for,
we choose a value s 1 for its first parameter such that s 1 = s 0 (this is explicitly
written on the edges). It is important to note that this choice is valid according to the constraints attached to Equation (b). Each call to while(s 0 ) creates a
chain of recursive calls, which result in a sub-tree with s 0 nodes (the horizontal
chains). These nodes correspond to applications of Equation (d), so each one
has a local cost 1 and thus the total cost of each such sub-tree is s 0 . Since we
have m 0 sub-trees, the total cost is s 0 ∗ m 0 .
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for | s 0 = S, m 0 = M
m0 ≥ 1

a

while | s 0 = S

for | s 0 = S, m 0 = M

while | s 0 = S

s0 ≥ 1
1
s1 = s0 + 1
while | s 0 = S − 1
s0 ≥ 1
1
s1 = s0 + 1
while | s 0 = S − 2

s0 ≥ 0
s1 = s0
m 1 = m 0 −1
for | s 0 = S, m 0 = M − 1

for | s 0 = S, m 0 = M
m0 ≥ 1

while | s 0 = 1

while | s 0 = S

N
while | s 0 = S − N
s0 ≥ 0
s1 = s0

while | s 0 = 0
s0 ≥ 0
s1 = s0
for | s 0 = 0, m 0 = M − 1

c

s0 ≥ N

s0 ≥ 1
1
s1 = s0 + 1

m 1 = m 0 −1

b

m0 ≥ 1

m 1 = m 0 −1
for | s 0 =S−N , m 0 =M −1

Figure 5.5: ACR trace fragments of a call to for(〈s 0 〉, 〈m 0 〉).
Next we show why this evaluation tree is spurious, and thus the cost s 0 ∗ m 0
as well, by comparing it to possible traces of the corresponding ACR. For this it
is enough to consider only the first application of Equation (b), which corresponds to the top-most horizontal chain in Figure 5.4. Note that before applying
the recursive call for(s 1 , m 0 − 1), the call while(s 0 ) has already accumulated s 0
units to the cost. Note also that in the recursive call we have chosen a value for
the first parameter s 1 such that s 1 = s 0 . Let us see why this behaviour is not possible at the level of the ACR. Figure 5.5 depicts three ACR traces that correspond
to the first iteration of for(〈s 0 , m 0 〉, 〈〉), these traces exhibit different behaviours
depending on the behaviour of the call while(〈s 0 〉, 〈s 1 〉) which is nondeterministic due to the use of method coin:
• Trace (a) corresponds to the case in which while makes s 0 iterations, so its
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cost is s 0 and upon exit s 1 = 0.
• Trace (b) corresponds to the case in which while makes 0 iterations, so its
cost is 0 and upon exit s 1 = s 0 .
• Trace (c) corresponds to a general case in which while makes N iterations,
and thus the cost is N and upon exit s 1 = s 0 − N .
The evaluation tree of Figure 5.4 is spurious because, according to the above
ACR traces, it is not possible that the cost of while(〈s 0 〉, 〈s 1 〉) is s 0 and at the
same time to have s 1 = s 0 upon exit. Indeed, this behaviour is a combination of
the traces (a) and (b).

The above example exposes a (somehow) surprising dependency between
the cost of the ACR procedure while and its output, which turns out to be crucial
to infer a precise UBF for procedure for. However, in C OSTA, this dependency is
lost when transforming the ACR Rule (b) into the CR Equation (b), mainly because output parameters are removed. In fact, the CR of while precisely models the relation between the cost and the input; and, the postcondition, which
is used when removing the output parameters, precisely models the relation
between the input and the output values, but none of them models the codependency between cost and output. This codependency can be modelled using
a novel form of UBF that expresses the cost of a procedure in terms of both its
input and output parameters.
Example 5.3. For procedure while(〈s 0 〉, 〈s 1 〉), the UBF while+ (s 0 ) = s 0 , is the
most precise UBF that depends only on its input parameter. However, the UBF
while+ (s 0 , s 1 ) = s 0 − s 1 , in which we also use the output parameter s 1 , describes
the exact cost of while.

Defining a UBF in terms of the output parameters may seem counterintuitive. This is because a UBF is usually used to statically estimate the cost of the
program, which typically corresponds to the quantity of resources required for
safely executing it. However, requiring information on the output parameters
in order to evaluate the UBF is like requiring to execute the program. This is
not the case. When inferring UBFs, we distinguish between the entry procedure (e.g., for), and the rest (e.g., while). The UBF for the entry can always be
defined in terms of its input parameters only, but to infer a precise UBF for the
entry we may need to infer, for each other procedure, a UBF in terms of its input
and output parameters. Moreover, later we will introduce the notion of peakcost UBF which depends only on the input parameters, however net-cost UBFs
are used when inferring it.
Inferring UBFs that depend on both input and output parameters requires
a new form of CRSs that involve both kinds of parameters, instead of only the
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input ones. Due to the declarative nature of CRSs, a possible solution is to add
the output parameters of each ACR procedure to the input parameters of its
corresponding CR. However, P UBS would still fail to infer the desired UBF for
our example, because its underlying methodology is based on multiplying the
worst-case of all iterations of procedure for (which is s 0 ) by its number of iterations (which is m 0 ). Thus, in addition to enriching CRSs with output parameters, we also need a new resolution technique that is able to take into account
the relation between costs of the different iterations of procedure for.
In the next sections we develop new techniques for computing UBFs, for
several notions of cost, that are able to cope with the imprecision problems described above. Instead of using a new form of CRSs, we develop our techniques
directly at the level of the ACR which, in principle, can be seen as a CRS with
input and output parameters.

2 Inference of Net-Cost UBFs
Using the notation of Section 2.3, a complete finite
® executiontrace
® t for a call
p(v̄, ȳ) is one that starts in a state x̄ = v̄, p(x̄, ȳ) and ends in ψ, ² , where ² is
an empty sequence of instructions. The net-cost of t is defined as the sum of
the costs induced by its acquire(e 1 ) and release(e 2 ) instructions, it was denoted
by acrcost(t ) in Section 2.3. The restriction to complete and finite execution
traces is due to the use of output variables when inferring UBFs on the net-cost.
For programs that do not use release(e), the meaning of the net-cost coincide with the standard notion of cost, and can be used to estimate the quantity
of resources required to safely executing a program. However, if programs use
release(e), then the usefulness of net-cost is not clear yet, since they cannot be
used to estimate the quantity of resources required to safely executing a program. For example, the net-cost of a program that releases every resource that
it acquires is 0. This will become clear in Section 5.3, for the rest of this section
we may even assume that programs do not use release(e).
Our approach for inferring net-cost UBFs, that use both input and output parameters, is based on logical program analysis techniques. In essence,
we view UBFs as program specifications, and then use the inductive assertion
method [34, 83] to verify and synthesise those specifications. Our approach is
thus developed in two steps:
1. Verification: In the first step, given an ACR program and a set of candidate
net-cost UBFs, we develop a verification procedure to verify the validity
of the given UBFs. This is done by deriving a verification condition (VC
for short), which is a formula in First Order Logic (FOL for short), whose
validity implies the validity of the candidate UBFs.
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ea ≡ ∀s 0 , m 0 :
φ

m =0 ∧ s 0 ≥ 0
→ fe(s 0 , m 0 ) ≥ 0
µ 0
¶
eb ≡ ∀s 0 , m 0 , s 1 , m 1 : m 0 ≥1 ∧ s 0 ≥ 0 → fe(s 0 , m 0 ) ≥ w(s
e 0 , s 1 ) + fe(s 1 , m 1 )
φ
∧m 1 = m 0 −1
ec ≡ ∀s 0 , s 1 :
e 0 , s1 ) ≥ 0
φ
s0 ≥ 0 ∧ s1 = s0
→ w(s
ed ≡ ∀s 0 , s 1 , s 2 :
e 0 , s 1 ) ≥ 1 + w(s
e 2 , s1 )
φ
s 0 ≥ 1 ∧ s 2 = s 0 − 1 → w(s
Figure 5.6: Net Cost VC for the ACR program of Figure 5.2
2. Inference: In a second step, we turn the verification procedure into an inference procedure that is able to synthesise net-cost UBFs, by using UBF
templates and QE.
Next we explain these two steps by applying them to the example discussed in
Section 5.1. The next example explains how to generate the VC.
e which is
Example 5.4. For the ACR program of Figure 5.2, we derive the VC Φ,
e
e
e
e
e
a conjunction Φ = φa ∧ φb ∧ φc ∧ φd of the clauses defined in Figure 5.6. The
e 0 , s 1 ) and fe(s 0 , m 0 ) refer to candidate net-cost UBFs for procedfunctions w(s
e 0 , s 1 ) uses both the input and
ures while and for, respectively. As expected, w(s
the output parameters of the ACR procedure while.
ei is generated from the ACR rule with label (i ) in Figure 5.2,
Each clause φ
and has the form ∀x̄ : ϕ → f ≥ g . The inequality f ≥ g states that f , the net-cost
of the corresponding procedure, is greater than (or equal to) the sum g of the
net-cost induced by each instruction in the corresponding rule body. To derive
the sum g , we let the net-cost of acquire(e) be e, that of release(e) be −e, that of a
procedure call be its candidate net-cost UBF, and that of a constraint be 0. The
clause states that f ≥ g must hold in a context ϕ, which is the conjunction of
all constraints in the corresponding rule. The universal quantifier means that
the inequality must hold for all valid valuations (of the program variables) that
satisfy ϕ.
eb states that for the function fe(s 0 , m 0 ) to be a valid
For instance, clause φ
e 0 , s1 )
UBF on the net-cost of procedure for, it has to be at least as the net-cost w(s
e
of the call to procedure while, plus the net-cost f (s 1 , m 1 ) of the recursive call to
procedure for. Moreover, this must hold for any values of s 0 and m 0 that satisfy
the constraint m 0 ≥ 1 ∧ s 0 ≥ 0 ∧ m 1 = m 0 − 1 of Rule (b).

Given concrete definitions for the candidate net-cost UBFs, we can verify
their validity by substituting them in the VC and then check its validity using,
for example, an SMT solver.
e 0 , s 1 )=s 0 −s 1 , which are the optimal UBFs
Example 5.5. Let fe(s 0 , m 0 )=s 0 and w(s
on the net-cost of procedures for and while, respectively. Substituting these
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functions in the VC of Figure 5.6 results in:
ea ≡ ∀s 0 , m 0 :
φ
m 0 =0 ∧ s 0 ≥ 0
→ s0 ≥ 0
eb ≡ ∀s 0 , m 0 , s 1 , m 1 : m 0 ≥1 ∧ s 0 ≥ 0 ∧ m 1 = m 0 −1 → s 0 ≥ s 0 − s 1 + s 1
φ
ec ≡ ∀s 0 , s 1 :
φ
s0 ≥ 0 ∧ s1 = s0
→ s0 − s1 ≥ 0
e
φd ≡ ∀s 0 , s 1 , s 2 :
s0 ≥ 1 ∧ s2 = s0 − 1
→ s0 − s1 ≥ 1 + s2 − s1
e =φ
ea ∧ φ
eb ∧ φ
ec ∧ φ
ed is valid, then fe(s 0 , m 0 ) and w(s
e 0 , s 1 ) are
Since the formula Φ
e 0 , s 1 ) = s 0 − s 1 we use w(s
e 0 , s1 ) =
valid UBFs. On the other hand, if instead of w(s
s 0 , which is the most precise “input only” UBF for while, we get:
ea ≡ ∀s 0 , m 0 :
φ
m 0 =0 ∧ s 0 ≥ 0
→ s0 ≥ 0
e
φb ≡ ∀s 0 , m 0 , s 1 , m 1 : m 0 ≥1 ∧ s 0 ≥ 0 ∧ m 1 = m 0 −1 → s 0 ≥ s 0 + s 1
ec ≡ ∀s 0 , s 1 :
φ
s0 ≥ 0 ∧ s1 = s0
→ s0 ≥ 0
ed ≡ ∀s 0 , s 1 , s 2 :
φ
s0 ≥ 1 ∧ s2 = s0 − 1
→ s0 ≥ 1 + s2
ec and φ
ed are valid, since w
e is a valid UBF on the net-cost of while. HowNow φ
e
ever, φb is not valid even though fe(s 0 , m 0 ) = s 0 is a valid UBF on the net-cost
of procedure for. This is because the validity of fe cannot be proven using the
e 0 , s1 ) = s0 .
“input only” UBF w(s

Rather than verifying that some given candidates are valid, in automatic
cost analysis the main interest is to directly synthesise those UBFs. This can
be formulated as seeking net-cost UBFs { fe1 , . . . , fek } for which the corresponding VC is valid. However, this is a second order logical problem and solving it
is impractical in general. A common approach to avoid solving a second order problem is to use template functions which restrict the form of functions
that we are looking for [126, 129, 83, 130, 117]. A template is a function with
a predefined structure, defined over the procedure parameters (as in the UBFs
above), but contains as well some unknown template parameters. The use of
such templates reduces the second order problem to that of seeking values for
the unknown template parameters, which is a FOL problem.
Example 5.6. Consider the following UBF templates on the net-cost of procedures for and while:
fe(s 0 , m 0 ) = f s s 0 + f m m 0 + f c

e 0 , s1 ) = w s s0 + w t s1 + w c
w(s

Note that s 0 , m 0 , s 1 are the parameters of the UBFs, which correspond to ACR
variables, and { f s , f m , f c , w s , w t , w c } are the template parameters. Substituting
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these templates in the VC of Figure 5.6 results in the following FOL formulas:
ea ≡ ∀s 0 , m 0 :
φ
m =0 ∧ s 0 ≥ 0
→ f s s0 + f m m0 + f c ≥ 0
½
¾ µ 0
¶
µ
¶
s
,
m
,
m
≥1
∧
s
≥
0
w
s
+
w
s
+
w
0
0
0
0
s
0
t
1
c
eb ≡ ∀
φ
:
→ f s s0 + f m m0 ≥
s1 , m1
∧m 1 = m 0 −1
+ f s s1 + f m m1
e
φc ≡ ∀s 0 , s 1 :
s0 ≥ 0 ∧ s1 = s0
→ w s s0 + w t s1 + w c ≥ 0
ed ≡ ∀s 0 , s 1 , s 2 : s 0 ≥ 1 ∧ s 2 = s 0 − 1 → w s s 0 + w t s 1 + w c ≥ 1 + w s s 2 + w t s 1 + w c
φ
In these formulas, the ACR variables are universally quantified but the template
parameters are free.
e in this context means finding some values for { f s , f m , f c , w s , w t , w c }
Solving Φ
for which the formula is valid. In turn, these values define instances of the teme we apply a QE procedure [83, §9], which
plates that are valid UBFs. To solve Φ,
eliminates the universally quantified variables (the ACR variables) and leaves
an equivalent quantifier-free formula over the template parameters, namely
e =ψ
ea ∧ ψ
eb ∧ ψ
ec ∧ ψ
e d , where:
Ψ
e a ≡ fs ≥ 0 ∧ fc ≥ 0
ψ
eb ≡ fs ≥ ws ∧ fm ≥ wc ∧ fs + wt = 0
ψ

ec ≡ ws + wt ≥ 0 ∧ wc ≥ 0
ψ
ed ≡ ws ≥ 1
ψ

e and Ψ
e are equivalent, so any solution for Ψ
e is a solution for Φ.
e
The formulas Φ
e
For instance, { f s = 1, f m = 0, f c = 0, w s = 1, w t = −1, w c = 0} is a solution of Ψ,
e
e 0 , s1 ) = s0 − s1 .
which gives the net-cost UBFs f (s 0 , m 0 ) = s 0 and w(s

Inference of Lower Bounds. It is easy to adapt our approach to compute LBFs
on the net-cost, by turning all ≥ to ≤ in the VC of Figure 5.6.
Net-cost and Non-Terminating Programs. Since the net-cost is defined for finite executions, the approach described above is not adequate for inferring the
cost of non-terminating programs. This problem will be addressed and solved
at the end of the next section.

3 Inference of Peak-Cost UBFs
The consumption of a resource that is only acquired, like the number of instructions, can be analysed using an accumulative cost model, that is, one that
only introduces acquire(e) instructions in the ACR. However, some kinds of resources can be acquired and released during the execution, for instance, heap
memory in the presence of a garbage collector (GC) [13]. Consumption of such
resources is analysed using a non-accumulative cost model, which introduces
in the ACR program instructions for both acquiring and releasing resources. To
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// @requires n >=1
void p( int n) {
if (n > 1) {
int m = q(n );
// gc A
p(n -m );
// gc B
}
}

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

// @requires n >=2
int q( int n) {
int i = n /2;
do {
A x = new A ();
B y = new B ();
i - -;
} while (i >0 && coin ());
return n /2 - i;
}

Figure 5.7: Java code for the example on Peak heap space.
allow such cost models, we extend the ACR with an instruction release(e), which
releases e resources, and the semantics with this rule:



eval(e, ψ) = v ≥ 0
® −v 
®
ψ, release(e) · ā
ψ, ā

which annotates the transition with a negative value −v. Let us see an example
of the usage of this ACR instructions.
Example 5.7. Consider the Java program depicted in Figure 5.7. Method q receives an integer n, executes a loop at least 1 and at most n/2 iterations, and
returns the number of iterations that it has performed. In each iteration it creates one object of class A and one of class B. Method p implements a loop (using
recursion) where in each iteration it calls q with the current value of n, and then
performs a recursive call with the loop counter decremented by m (the number
of iterations that q has performed). We are interested in estimating the amount
of heap space (in terms of the number of objects) required to run the program
without running out of memory, assuming that the GC frees all instances of
class A after the call to q (Line 5), and all instances of class B after the recursive
call (Line 7). The corresponding ACR program is depicted in Figure 5.8. Note
the use of release(m 2 ) to model the effect of applying the GC.

If a program is analysed with an accumulative cost model, then a net-cost
UBF is enough to safely estimate how many resources are required to execute
the program. However, if the program is analysed with a non-accumulative
cost model, or if its semantics contains non-terminating executions, we then
need to estimate its peak-cost, which is the maximum quantity of resources
held (i.e., acquired and not yet released) at any point of the execution. The
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(a) p(〈n 0 〉, 〈〉) ←
n 0 = 1.
(b) p(〈n 0 〉, 〈〉) ←
n 0 ≥ 2,
q(〈n 0 〉, 〈m 2 〉),
n2 = n0 − m2 ,
p(〈n 2 〉, 〈〉),
release(m2 ).
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(c) q(〈n 0 〉, 〈m 1 〉) ←
(d ) l(〈i 0 〉, 〈i 1 〉) ←
n 0 ≥ 2,
i 0 ≥ 0,
i 2 = n 0 /2 − 1,
i 1 = i 0.
acquire(2),
(e) l(〈i 0 〉, 〈i 1 〉) ←
l (〈i 2 〉, 〈i 3 〉),
i 0 ≥ 1,
m 1 = n 0 /2 − i 3 ,
acquire(2),
release(m1 ).
i 2 = i 0 − 1,
l (〈i 2 〉, 〈i 1 〉).

Figure 5.8: ACR program for the Java program of Figure 5.7
peak cost of a trace t is defined as max{ acrcost(t 0 ) | t 0 is a prefix of t }. A function p + is a UBF for the
 peak-cost ®of procedure p, if for any input v̄, for any
trace t that starts in x̄ = v̄, p(x̄, ȳ) , and for any prefix t 0 of t , we have that
p + (v̄) ≥ acrcost(t 0 ). Note that this definition covers both terminating and nonterminating executions.
Example 5.8. Consider the ACR program of Figure 5.8. Any execution of p(n)
creates 2n objects, but all of them are released before the execution ends, so
the net-cost of this program is 0 (this is what the analysis of Section 5.2 infers).
However, due to the GC, the program can hold up to n objects at any moment.
b
Thus, the function p(n)
= n is a UBF on the peak-cost of p.

In order to handle non-accumulative resources, we complement the UBF
on the net-cost with a UBF on the peak-cost. A UBF on the peak-cost of an ACR
procedure is a function over its input parameters such that, for any concrete
input, any trace has a peak-cost below the UBF. Note that peak-cost UBFs are
defined in terms of the input parameters only. This is because inferring them
will require examining partial executions, and, moreover, they will also handle
non-terminating executions, for which it is not possible to express the cost in
terms of the output. However, we will use the net-cost UBFs, which are defined
in terms of both input and output parameters, in order to infer peak-cost UBFs.
As in the case of the net-cost, our approach for inferring peak-cost UBFs is
developed in two steps: given an ACR program and a candidate set of peak-cost
UBFs, we first derive a VC whose validity implies the validity of the candidate
UBFs; then we use UBF templates and QE to turn this verification procedure to
an inference procedure.
Let us first explain the intuition behind the peak-cost VC. Given an ACR rule
p(〈x〉, 〈y〉) ← q 1 (〈x〉, 〈w〉), q 2 (〈w〉, 〈y〉), when executing p, its peak-cost can be
reached either a) during the execution of q 1 ; or b) during the execution of q 2 .
Case a) imposes the condition that the peak-cost of p is at least as the peak-cost
of q 1 , and Case b) imposes the condition that the peak-cost of p is at least as the
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ba ≡ ∀w̄ a : n 0 = 1
φ
bb ≡ ∀w̄ b : (n 0 ≥ 2
φ
∧ (n 0 ≥ 2
∧ (n 0 ≥ 2 ∧ n 2 = n 0 − m 2
bc ≡ ∀w̄ c : (n 0 ≥ 2 ∧ n 0 = 2i 2 + 2
φ
∧ (n 0 ≥ 2 ∧ n 0 = 2i 2 + 2
b
φd ≡ ∀w̄ d : i 0 ≥ 0
be ≡ ∀w̄ e : (i 0 ≥ 1
φ
∧ (i 0 ≥ 1 ∧ i 2 = i 0 − 1

→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→

b 0 )≥ 0
p(n
b 0 )≥ 0
p(n
b 0)
b 0 )≥ q(n
p(n
e 0 , m 2 ) + p(n
b 0 )≥ q(n
b 2)
p(n
b 0 )≥ 2
q(n
b 0 )≥ 2 + lb(i 2 )
q(n
lb(i 0 )≥ 0
lb(i 0 )≥ 2
lb(i 0 )≥ 2 + lb(i 2 )

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ea ≡ ∀w̄ a : n 0 = 1
e 0 )≥ 0
φ
→
p(n
e
e 0 , m 2 ) + p(n
e 0 )≥ q(n
e 2 ) − m2
φb ≡ ∀w̄ b : n 0 ≥ 2 ∧ n 2 = n 0 − m 2
→
p(n
µ
¶
ec ≡ ∀w̄ c : n 0 ≥ 2 ∧ n 0 = 2i 2 + 2
e 0 , m 1 )≥ 2 + le(i 2 , i 3 ) − m 1
φ
→ q(n
2m 1 = n 0 − 2i 3
ed ≡ ∀w̄ d : i 0 ≥ 0 ∧ i 1 = i 0
φ
→
le(i 0 , i 1 )≥ 0
ee ≡ ∀w̄ e : i 0 ≥ 1 ∧ i 2 = i 0 − 1
φ
→
le(i 0 , i 1 )≥ 2 + le(i 2 , i 1 )
Figure 5.9: Net Cost and Peak Cost VC for the ACR program in Figure 5.8
quantity of resources it holds upon exit from q 1 , which coincides with the netcost of q 1 , plus the peak-cost of q 2 . In addition, we require that the peak-cost is
non-negative. Note the use of the net-cost in the second case. Let us now apply
this intuition to our example.
b =φ
ba ∧
Example 5.9. Using the ACR program of Figure 5.8 we derive the VC Φ
be ∧ φ
ea ∧ · · · ∧ φ
ee , where φ
ei are clauses that correspond to the net-cost VC
··· ∧ φ
bi are clauses for the peak-cost. As notation, w̄ i
(derived as in Section 5.2) and φ
stands for the variables occurring at the formula indexed by i .
As explained above, the net-cost UBFs are required for formulating the peakbi is generated
cost conditions. All clauses are depicted in Figure 5.9. Clause φ
from the ACR rule with label (i ) in Figure 5.8, following the intuition described
bb includes three conjuncts: the first one states that
above. For example, clause φ
the peak-cost of p is positive, the second one states that it is at least as that of q;
and the third one states that it is at least the peak-cost of the recursive call to p
plus the quantity of resources held before that call. This last quantity is exactly
e 0 , m 2 ) of q.
the net-cost q(n

To verify a candidate set of peak-cost UBFs, we have to substitute them in
the VC and check the validity modulo theory of the VC. However, our interest is
in inferring these UBFs rather than checking the validity of the given ones. This
can be done using UBF templates and QE, as in the case of net-cost.
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b a ≡ pbn + pbc ≥ 0
ψ
b b ≡ (pbn ≥ 0 ∧ 2pbn + pbc ≥ 0) ∧ (pbn ≥ qbn ∧ 2pbn + pbc ≥ 2qbn + qbc )
ψ
∧ (qen ≤ 0 ∧ 2qen + qec ≤ 0 ∧ pbn = qem )
b
ψc ≡ (qbn ≥ 0 ∧ 2qbn + qbc ≥ 2) ∧ (2qbn ≥ lbi ∧ 2qbn + qbc ≥ lbc + 2)
b d ≡ lbi ≥ 0 ∧ lbc ≥ 0
ψ
b e ≡ (lbi ≥ 0 ∧ lbi + lbc ≥ 2) ∧ (lbi ≥ 2)
ψ
ea ≡
ψ
eb ≡
ψ
ec ≡
ψ
ed ≡
ψ
ee ≡
ψ

pec + pen ≥ 0
pen = qem − 1 ∧ qen ≤ 0 ∧ 2qen + qec ≤ 0
2qen ≥ lei + lej ∧ qem + lej = −1 ∧ 2qen + qec ≥ lej + lec + 2
lei + lej ≥ 0 ∧ lec ≥ 0
lei ≥ 2

Figure 5.10: Quantifier-Free clauses, obtained by substituting the template
UBFs of Example 5.10 in the VC of Figure 5.9, and then applying real QE.
Example 5.10. Consider the following net- and peak-cost UBF templates for
the ACR program of Figure 5.8:
b 0 ) = pbn n 0 +pbc
p(n
e 0 ) = pen n 0 +pec
p(n

b 0 ) = qbn n 0 +qbc
q(n
b
l (i 0 ) = lbi i 0 +lbc

e 0 , m 1 ) = qen n 0 +qem m 1 +qec
q(n
e
l (i 0 , i 1 ) = lei i 0 +lej i 1 +lec

Substituting these templates in the VC of Figure 5.9, and then eliminating the
b =ψ
b a ∧· · ·∧ ψ
b e and
universal quantifiers results in the quantifier free formulas Ψ
e =ψ
ea ∧ · · · ∧ ψ
e e where ψ
e i and ψ
b i are depicted in Figure 5.10. Each clause ψ
bi
Ψ
bi
e i ) is obtained by eliminating the universal quantifier from the clause φ
(resp. ψ
e
b
e
(resp. φi ). Every solution for Ψ ∧ Ψ defines instances of the templates that are
valid UBFs. In particular, the following solution:
pbn = 1
pen = 0

pbc = 0
pec = 0

qbn = 1
b
li = 2

qbc = 0
b
lc = 0

qen = 0
e
li = 2

qem = 1
e
l j = −2

qec = 0
e
lc = 0

defines the following UBFs on the peak and net-cost:
b 0 ) = n0
p(n
e 0) = 0
p(n

b 0 ) = n0
q(n
b
l (i 0 ) = 2i 0

e 0 , m1 ) = m1
q(n
e
l (i 0 , i 1 ) = 2i 0 − 2i 1

Note that for procedure q we use a net-cost UBF that only depends on the output parameter m 1 of q.

Let us finish this section by commenting on the case of non-terminating
programs.
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Example 5.11. Consider a non-terminating ACR program defined by the rule
p(〈n 0 〉, 〈〉) ← n 0 ≥ m ≥ 0, acquire(m), n 2 = n 0 − m, p(〈n 2 〉, 〈〉).
Procedure p receives a non-negative integer n 0 , nondeterministically chooses a
non-negative value m ≤ n 0 , acquires m resources, and then calls p recursively
with n 0 − m. The peak-cost of this program is exactly n 0 , since no trace can
acquire more than n 0 resources, and there are some traces that acquire exactly
n 0 . This peak-cost UBF can be inferred using the approach described in this
section. For more details, see Example 9 of the article.


4 Relation to Amortised Cost Analysis
Let us discuss now an interesting relation we observed between UBFs that are
defined in terms of both input and output parameters, and the notion of potential functions used in amortised cost analysis. This offers a semantics-based
explanation to why amortised analysis can obtain more precise UBFs.
In the context of an ACR program, a potential function maps a given state to
a non-negative number, which is called the potential of the state. This potential can be interpreted as the quantity of resources available in the given state.
An automatic amortised cost analysis [81, 75] assigns to each ACR procedure
p(x̄, ȳ) two potential functions: one for the input P p (x̄), and one for the output Q p ( ȳ). Intuitively, the input potential P p (x̄) must be large enough to pay
for the cost of executing p(x̄, ȳ), and, upon exit, leave at least Q p ( ȳ) units to
pay the cost of the rest of the execution. Thus, if c is the net-cost of p, then
P p (x̄) ≥ c + Q p ( ȳ) must hold. This can be rewritten as P p (x̄) − Q p ( ȳ) ≥ c, so the
difference P p (x̄) − Q p ( ȳ) is a UBF on the net-cost of p, defined both over the
input and output of p.
The above potential functions are in principle UBFs as described in Section 5.2, however, they are just a special case. We have observed some cases in
which the net-cost UBF cannot be expressed as the difference of two functions
as above, i.e., one over the input parameters and one over the output parameters, but rather it includes a monomial that combines input and output parameters. For more related details, see Section 6 in the article. It is worth noting,
in addition, that net-cost UBFs are not limited to polynomial templates as the
case of the potential functions used in [75].

5 Experimental Evaluation
Implementation. We have developed for our method a prototype implementation, called ACRP. This program takes less than 1500 lines of H ASKELL code.
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ACRP takes as input a text file that, in a Prolog-like syntax, contains an ACR pro-

gram and a template UBF on the net and peak cost of each procedure. ACRP
generates the VC for the net and peak cost of the ACR program. Then, ACRP invokes the QE methods provided by R EDLOG [57] (an extension of the R EDUCE
computer algebra system [69]) to generate the constraints over the parameters
of the template UBFs. ACRP uses the FOL theory of real closed fields, which allows us to use a wide range of template UBFs, such as multivariate polynomials
and max and min operations. ACRP includes also an option to use the combination of R EDLOG, Q EPCAD and S LFQ of [129], to reduce the size of the constraints.
ACRP outputs the constraint as a S MT L IB 2 script [29], using the logic of nonlinear real arithmetic (QF_NRA). This script can then be passed to an SMT solver
like Z3 [53], to obtain a solution of the parameters.

Precision Experiments. We have applied the analyser on small ACR programs
that we wrote from examples in the literature. Some of these examples are the
methods to manipulate a binary counter [45, §17], or some nested loops analysed in the articles of the S PEED project [66, 67, 65], For these examples we
obtained the expected precise UBFs. In many of them, there was one procedure for which it was necessary to use a UBF on the net cost that depended on
the output parameters. This indicates the presence of the output-cost codependency that we mentioned in many of these programs, and the effectiveness
of our approach to cost analysis. However, we also found that some programs
usually described in terms of amortised cost, like the methods for a dynamic array [45, §17] or for a queue implemented with two stacks [104], could be solved
without using UBFs that depended on the output parameters. This indicated
us that the output-cost codependency is not important for such programs, and
that these could in principle be solved with precision using a more precise CR
solver. This was an inspiration of our contribution described in Chapter 6.

Scalability Limitations. Unfortunately, due to the high computational costs
of QE procedures for the theory of real closed fields, ACRP can only be applied to
small examples and it does not scale for large programs. This limits the practicality of our approach, however, it does not degrade its theoretical importance.
Besides, our approach is applicable to any set of template UBFs, so long as they
are supported by the QE procedure. In this sense, the choice of a QE procedure
and a FOL theory determines the scope and the scalability of the technique. In
particular, in Chapter 6 we overcome these limitations by restricting ourselves
to scalable QE procedures for linear real arithmetic.
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6 Related Work
Automated Amortised Analysis. In Section 5.4, we have already commented
on the connection between our approach and that of automated amortised
analysis. This approach was introduced in the doctoral dissertation of Jost [81],
and has later been extended in several directions [35, 82, 124, 78, 75].
Inductive Assertion Method. Our approach for inferring UBFs on the netand peak-cost is based on viewing these UBFs as program specifications, and
then use the inductive assertion method to verify and synthesise those specifications. This idea was already proposed by Wegbreit [136] for verifying averagecost estimates. QE over the real field has been previously used for inferring
UBFs [19], and for verifying UBFs [52].
Simple Loops. The works of the S PEED project [65, 67, 141, 66], present analysis techniques for imperative programs that are able to handle a particular
form of the output-cost codependency, which appears in some nested loops in
which the control variable of an outer loop is modified inside an inner loop.
Unlike ours, their approach cannot handle multiple recursion.

7 Further Reading
In this Chapter we have described the technical contributions of [18], which
studies the limitations of the classical approach to cost analysis on which C OSTA
is based. We explained why the source of these limitations is related to the fact
that CRSs ignore the output parameters of ACR procedures, and showed that
output-cost codependency is crucial for inferring precise UBFs. In order to
overcome these limitations, we introduced the notion of net-cost UBFs, which
are UBFs defined in terms of both input and output parameters. We have also
developed a novel technique for inferring such UBFs, and extended them to
infer UBFs on the peak-cost of programs. We have observed a strong relation
to amortised cost analysis [75], which provides an alternative semantic-based
explanation to why amortised analysis (of ACR programs) can be more precise
than the classical approach.
The article extends and formalises the contents of this chapter. It includes
a formal syntax and semantics for the ACR language, as well as the definitions
of net-cost and peak-cost. It also describes the derivation of the different VCs
from the ACR program, and provides correctness statements together with their
corresponding proofs. The article also contains the tables with the results of our
experiments.

6 | Logical Resolution of CRS
In this chapter we develop a precise and scalable technique for solving CRSs
into UBFs. This is done by exploring the gap between the scalable technique
of P UBS, and the precise techniques of Chapter 5. Our technique first splits
the input CRS into several atomic ones, uses precise local reasoning to infer the
corresponding UBFs, and then combines these UBFs into a UBF for the original
CRS. For the local reasoning we propose several methods that define the cost as
a solution of a universally quantified FOL formula, similarly to what has been
done in Chapter 5. We also rely on techniques used in P UBS. This contribution
has been published in the following article:
D IEGO E STEBAN A LONSO -B LAS , P URI A RENAS , AND S AMIR G ENAIM.
Precise Cost Analysis via Local Reasoning. In Dang Van Hung and
Mizuhito Ogawa, editors of the Proceedings of International Symposium on Automated Technology for Verification and Analysis (ATVA),
volume 8172 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages 319–333.
Springer, October 2013

Overview
The techniques used in P UBS [5] to compute UBFs are based on assuming worstcase behaviour for all equations, both for the cost contributed by each equation
and for the number of times each equation is applied. This approach is efficient and can handle a wide class of CRSs. However, it might lead to undesired
imprecision, which might be even unrelated to output-cost codependency of
Chapter 5. This imprecision becomes even more significant for CRSs that originate from divide and conquer algorithms. In such CRSs, the number of times
each equation is applied and the cost contributed by each application are not
independent, so taking the worst-case of each measure leads to imprecise AUBFs.
The imprecision of P UBS, among other issues, was addressed in Chapter 5
where precise and novel techniques for solving CRSs were proposed. They are
based on defining the cost as a solution of a corresponding universally quantified FOL formula. This method, as expected, would obtain the most precise
UBFs, however, it has two major limitations: (1) template UBFs have to be
provided by the user; and (2) the use of QE renders the technique impractical,
since QE is computationally expensive in the general case.
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In this chapter we explore the gap between these two approaches, looking
for solving techniques with an efficiency close to those of P UBS and a precision
close to those of Chapter 5. Concretely, we develop a novel technique that splits
the input CRS into atomic CRs of a simpler form, solves each of them separately,
and then combines the resulting UBFs into UBFs for the original CRS. We call a
CR atomic, if all equations contribute 0, except one equation that contributes a
basic cost expression, i.e, of the form m, nat(l ), logm (nat (n) + 1), or m nat(n) − 1.
Our main observation is that it is enough to solve few atomic CRs precisely,
using techniques similar to those of Chapter 5, while solving the others as in
P UBS without affecting the overall precision.
In Sections 6.1 and 6.2 we propose two methods for precisely solving atomic
CRs, which are based on the idea of specifying the cost using universally quantified FOL formulas as in Chapter 5. However, we do not require the user to
provide any template (we always use linear templates), and, importantly, the
generated VCs have almost a linear form for which QE can be done efficiently.
In Section 6.3, we show how to handle the general case by reducing the problem
of solving a given CRS into that of solving several atomic CRs. In Section 6.4 we
discuss an experimental evaluation of the techniques. In Section 6.5 we overview related work, and in Section 6.6 we describe some further details that can
be found in the article.

1 The Tree-Sum Method
In this section we describe the tree-sum method for solving atomic CRs. We first
assume that the non-zero basic cost expression in the atomic CR is of the form
nat(l ), then, at the end of this section, we describe how to handle arbitrary basic
cost expressions. We start with a motivating example for which the underlying
techniques [5, 14] of P UBS infer an asymptotically imprecise UBF.
Example 6.1. Consider a CR C defined by the following equations:
C (m) = 0
C (m) = nat(n) +C (m − n)

{m = 0}
{m ≥ n, n ≥ 1}

Note that each application of the recursive equation contributes n (between 1
and m) units to the cost, and that the same quantity n is subtracted from the
input m in the recursive call. Figure 6.1 depicts three evaluation trees for C (m):
• In tree (a), the chain of recursive calls is the largest possible. In each node,
the contributed cost is n = 1, which allows applying the recursive equation
m times. Thus, the total cost is m;
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Figure 6.1: Evaluation trees for C (m), with (a) maximum length, (b) maximum
local cost, and (c) anything between them.
• In tree (b), the local cost of the first call is chosen as n = m, which prevents
further applications of the recursive equation. The total cost is also m; and
• In tree (c), the recursive equation is applied N times, where 1 ≤ N ≤ m.
The i -th node, which corresponds to the i -th application, contributes n i
P
units to the cost such that m = iN=1 n i . Still the total cost is also m.
From these trees, in particular tree (c), we can conclude that every evaluation
of C (m) has a total cost m. Thus, the most precise UBF is C + (m) = nat(m).
However, P UBS computes the UBF C + (m) = nat(m)2 which is asymptotically
less precise. This is because it multiplies the worst-case cost of all nodes, which
is m as in Tree (b), by the maximum possible number of internal nodes, which
is also m as in Tree (a).

In order to precisely handle examples like the one above, we should take
into account the relation between the cost contributed in each node of an evaluation tree and the number of nodes in the same tree. This way, we can rule
out (some) cases in which the worst-case node cost and worst-case number
of nodes come from different trees. None of the techniques on which P UBS is
based [5, 14] is able to take this relation into account. In what follows we describe an approach that is able to model this relation.
Our approach is based on the inductive assertion method for proving program correctness [34], like the the approach that we have described in Section 5.2. In particular, it is based on deriving a VC, from the CR this time, whose
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validity implies the validity of some candidate UBFs. However, despite this similarity, in the case of atomic CRs solving the VC can be efficient as well.
Example 6.2. Given the CR of Example 6.1, and a candidate UBF C + (m), the
corresponding VC is a conjunction of the following clauses:
∀m :
m=0
→ C + (m) ≥ 0
∀m, n : m ≥ n ≥ 1 → C + (m) ≥ nat(n) +C + (m − n)
The first clause corresponds to the first equation of the CR, and the second one
to the second equation. Intuitively, each clause requires that the candidate UBF
C + covers the local cost of the corresponding equation, and the cost of the recursive calls. The similarity to the net-cost formulas of Section 5.2 is clear. 
To verify that a cost expression f (m) is a valid UBF of C (m), we replace
C (m) by f (m) in the VC of Example 6.2 and then check its validity. However,
as in Chapter 5, our interest is in synthesizing a UBF rather than checking the
validity of a given one. This can be done as in Chapter 5 by using UBF templates, together with QE and SMT solving.
+

Example 6.3. Let f (m) = nat(a m m + a c ) be a UBF template for the CR of Example 6.1. Note that a m and a c are the template parameters. Substituting this
template in the VC of Example 6.2 results in a FOL formula that is the conjunction of the following clauses:
∀m :
m=0
→ nat(a m m + a c ) ≥ 0
∀m, n : m ≥ n ≥ 1 → nat(a m m + a c ) ≥ nat(n) + nat(a m (m − n) + a c )
Note that the parameters a m , a c are free variables. Any satisfying assignment
for this formula defines a template instance that is a UBF, e.g., a m = 1, a c = 0
and a m = 2, a c = 1 define f (m) = nat(m) and f (m) = nat(2m + 1), respectively.
As in Section 5.2, solving the VC means finding such an instance automatically.
Again, we first apply a QE procedure to eliminate the variables n and m, which
results in the equivalent quantifier-free constraint a m ≥ 1 ∧ a c ≥ 0. Clearly, the
instances we mentioned above are solutions of this constraint. Next, we apply
an SMT solver to obtain a particular solution of this constraint.

Note that the SMT may give a solution like a m = 2 ∧ a c = 5 that corresponds
to a non-optimal UBF. In order to find an optimal assignment, one may use
heuristics based on linear programing, or a greedy strategy like [66].
As we have discussed in Chapter 5, QE procedures can be computationally
expensive in general. However, if we restrict ourselves to linear UBF templates,
i.e., of the form nat(l ) where l is a linear expression with parametric coefficients, as in Example 6.3, then the derived VC is of a particular form that is
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almost linear. This is because we have restricted ourselves to atomic CRs with
cost expressions of the form nat(l 0 ) as well. Fortunately, VCs of this form, unlike
the general form used in Chapter 5, can be solved (or precisely approximated)
using linear programming techniques that have polynomial-time complexity.
This renders the overall approach practical. The article contains more details
on how to solve such VCs.
Handling Arbitrary Basic Cost Expressions. Now we extend the above technique to handle basic cost expression b, i.e., b = m, b = m nat(l ) − 1, or b =
logm (nat (l ) + 1), instead of only b = nat(l ). Note, however, that we still require
that only one equation has a non-zero cost expression. The case of b = m is
handled by considering it as nat(m), thus we concentrate on the other two
cases. A possible solution is to generate the VC with these basic cost expressions, however, this will result in a VC that does not have the desired (almost linear) form, and thus solving it might be computationally expensive. Instead, our
approach for solving such CRs is as follows: we first replace the basic cost expression (m nat(l ) −1 or logm (nat (l ) + 1)) by its sub-expression nat(l ). This results
in a new CR E that can be solved as described above to a UBF E + (x̄) = nat(L).
Using this UBF, we then generate a UBF for C as follows:
+

C (x̄) =

(
1.5 ∗ nat(L) if b = logm (nat (l ) + 1)
m nat(L) − 1

if b = m nat(l ) − 1

Example 6.4. Consider the CR C defined by the following equations:
C (m) = 0
{m = 0}
nat
(n)
C (m) = 2
− 1 +C (m − n) {m ≥ n, n ≥ 1}
We replace 2nat(n) − 1 by nat(n), resulting in the follwoing CR:
E (m) = 0
{m = 0}
E (m) = nat(n) + E (m − n) {m ≥ n, n ≥ 1}
We can solve this CR as described above to the UBF E + (m) = nat(m). Then we
define C + (m) = 2nat(m) − 1 as a UBF for C . Note that applying P UBS on this CR
we obtain the AUBF C + (m) = nat(m) ∗ 2nat(m) , which is imprecise.


2 The Level-Sum Method
The technique of the previous section handles cases for which the given atomic
CR admits a linear UBF. In this section, building on similar ideas, we develop
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Figure 6.2: Evaluation trees of the CR C (m).
an approach for solving atomic CRs that exhibit a divide and conquer like behaviour, which usually do not admit a linear UBF. Again, we first assume that
the non-zero cost expression in the atomic CR is of the form nat(l ), then, at the
end of this section, we describe how to handle other basic cost expressions. We
start with a motivating example that is used throughout this section.
Example 6.5. Consider a CR C that is defined by the following equations
C (m) = 0
{m ≥ 0}
C (m) = nat(m) +C (m 1 ) +C (m 2 ) {m = m 1 + m 2 + 1, m 1 ≥ 0, m 2 ≥ 0}
Note that the cost contributed by the recursive equation, in each application, is
equal to the input m, and that its recursive calls are applied on m 1 and m 2 such
that m = m 1 + m 2 + 1. This models a typical divide and conquer behaviour.
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Depending on the values chosen for m 1 and m 2 in each application of the
recursive equation, a call C (m) can be evaluated to (asymptotically) different
values. For example, choosing m 1 = m − 1 and m 2 = 0 in all applications results
2
in the worst-case m 2+m , as depicted in Tree (a) of Figure 6.2. On the other hand,
splitting m − 1 equally between m 1 and m 2 results in the best-case which is
in Θ(m log2 m), as depicted in Tree (b) of Figure 6.2. Applying P UBS on this
example infers the AUBF C + (m) = nat(m) ∗ 2nat(m) , which is imprecise.

Handling the CR of the above example using the tree-sum method requires
a polynomial UBF template, otherwise it fails. This is because it has an evaluation tree with polynomial cost as Tree (a) of Figure 6.2. However, recall that
we are interested in using only linear UBF templates, which then allows solving the corresponding VC efficiently. Thus, using the tree-sum method is ruled
out. Instead, in what follows, we describe an alternative approach for handling
such CRs that it is based on a different kind of VCs and uses only linear UBF
templates.
The intuition behind our approach is that in divide and conquer examples,
a cost expression w(x̄) ∗ h(x̄) is a UBF for the corresponding CR if (i) w(x̄) is a
cost expression that bounds the total cost contributed by each level of any evaluation tree; and (ii) h(x̄) is a cost expression that bounds the height of all evaluation trees. For example, for the CR of Example 6.5 we have w(m) = nat(m)
and h(m) = nat(m), which results in the UBF C + (m) = nat(m)2 . Thus, we could
aim first at inferring w(x̄) and h(x̄), and then combine them into a UBF for the
corresponding CR. The advantage is that these bounds are typically linear, and
thus can be synthesized efficiently. The next example describes the basics of
this approach, by deriving appropriate VCs and synthesizing w(m) and h(m)
for the CR of Example 6.5.
Example 6.6. Consider the CR of Example 6.5 and, for simplifying the presentation, let ϕ2 refer to the constraints attached to the second equation. We say that
a given cost expression h(m) is a valid bound on the height of any evaluation
tree of C if the following VC is valid:
∀m, m 1 , m 2 : ϕ2 → h(m) ≥ 1 + h(m 1 ) ∧ h(m) ≥ 1 + h(m 2 )
Intuitively, since the height in this case corresponds to the number of consecutive applications of the recursive equation, the above VC requires that h(m)
covers one application of the recursive equation, and further ones that might
arise through each recursive call. Note that each recursive call is considered
separately (the clause has a conjunction inside), since they correspond to different paths in the evaluation tree. Observe that it is crucial that h(m) is a cost
expression, since this guarantees that it is always non-negative, otherwise the
above VC is not correct.
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Similarly, we say that a cost expression w(m) is a valid bound on the cost of
each level if the VC defined as a conjunction of the following clauses is valid:
∀m, m 1 , m 2 : ϕ2 → w(m) ≥ nat(m)
∀m, m 1 , m 2 : ϕ2 → w(m) ≥ w(m 1 ) + w(m 2 )
Intuitively, the first clause requires that w(m) covers the cost contributed by
the recursive equation at any level and the second clause requires that it also
covers the next level. Again, it is crucial that w(m) is a cost expression, since
this guarantees that it is always non-negative.
In order to automatically synthesize the cost expressions h(m) and w(m) for
which the above VCs are valid, we use the UBF templates h(m) = nat(h m m +h c )
and w(m) = nat(w m m + w c ), and then QE to eliminate the universally quantified variables. This results in the constraints h m ≥ 1 ∧ h c + h m ≥ 1 and w m ≥ 1 ∧
w m ≥ w c ∧w m +w c ≥ 1, that admit the solutions h m = 1, h c = 0 and w m = 1, w c =
0, respectively. Thus, h(m) = nat(m) and w(m) = nat(m) are valid bounds on
the height and the cost of each level.

For a general atomic CR, unlike the CR that we used above, there might be
recursive equations that do not contribute to the cost, i.e., they have local cost
zero. This means that some level of the evaluation tree will have cost 0, and it
would be more precise to ignore these levels when computing h(x̄). To achieve
this, instead of bounding the height of an evaluation tree, we bound the number of nodes with non-zero cost in each path from the root to a leaf. Similarly,
instead of considering the level of a node as its distance from the root, it would
be more precise to define it as the number of non-zero nodes from the root to
that node. This generalization is formalized in the article.
Handling Arbitrary Basic Cost Expressions. Now we discuss how the above
technique is extended to handle an arbitrary basic cost expression b, i.e., b = m,
b = m nat(l ) −1, or b = logm (nat (l ) + 1), instead of only b = nat(l ). Note, however,
that we still require that only one equation has a non-zero basic cost expression. Recall that in the level-sum method we have two VCs, the one that corresponds to h(x̄) remains the same since the height of an evaluation trees does
not depend on b. Handling the VC that corresponds to w(x̄) is done exactly as
we described for the case of the tree-sum method.

3 Handling General CRSs
Without loss of generality, we assume that the input CRS is a stand-alone CR,
i.e., it includes only one CR symbol C . Handling the general case is done exactly
as in P UBS, by solving them one CR at a time as in Section 2.5.
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The tree-sum and level-sum methods were designed to handle atomic CRs
in which all equations contribute zero to the cost, except one equation that can
contribute a basic cost expression. However, in practice, CRs have several equations with non-zero cost, and, moreover, they use arbitrary cost expressions
not necessarily basic. In what follows we describe our approach for handling
such general CRs. It is based on the idea of breaking the input CR into several
atomic CRs, solving the atomic CRs into UBFs by using the tree-sum or levelsum methods, and finally combining these UBFs into a UBF for the original CR.
For simplicity, we may assume that cost expressions in the input CR do not
use the max operator, for if they use it, we can replace each max operator by
the sum of its parameters, just as we did in Section 3.2. Another alternative is
to clone the corresponding equation into several cases, one for each parameter
of the max operator. We also assume that cost expressions are given in normal
form, namely, each cost expression is a sum of products of basic cost expressions. We present our approach in two steps: We first extend atomic CRs to
allow using a product of basic cost expressions; and then we consider a general
case in which we have several equations that contribute arbitrary non-zero cost
expressions (given in a normal form).
Products. Assume a given CR C in which all equations contribute zero, except
for one equation that contributes e = b 1 ∗ · · · ∗ b n where b i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are basic
cost expressions. Our method to solve C into a UBF proceeds as follows:
1. We pick b i , for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and replace e by this b i . This results in a CR
E that is atomic;
2. We solve E into a UBF E + (x̄) using the tree-sum or level-sum methods;
3. For any b j , with j 6= i , we compute its maximisation, denoted by b̂ j , as
described in Section 2.5; and
4. We define C + (x̄) = b̂ 1 ∗ · · · ∗ b̂ i −1 ∗ E + (x̄) ∗ b̂ i +1 ∗ · · · ∗ b̂ n as a UBF for C .
The correctness of this method relies on the fact that b̂ j is larger than any instance of b j , and, moreover, it is a constant expression since it is given in terms
of the initial input parameters and not in terms of the CR variables. Therefore
we can factorized it out of the CR. Note that the nondeterministic choice of i in
the first step might lead to different UBFs.
Example 6.7. Consider a CR C that is defined by the following equations:
C (m, p) = 0
, {m = 0}
0
C (m, p) = nat(q) ∗ nat(n) +C (m − n, p ) , {m ≥ n ≥ 1, p ≥ q, p ≥ p 0 ≥ 0}
Note that the cost contributed by the second equation is a product of two basic
cost expressions. We replace this product by nat(n), which results in the follow-
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ing atomic CR:
E (m, p) = 0
, {m = 0}
E (m, p) = nat(n) + E (m − n, p 0 ) , {m ≥ n ≥ 1, p ≥ q, p ≥ p 0 ≥ 0}
Using the tree-sum method we solve E into the UBF E + (m, p) = nat(m). Now
we maximise the other basic cost expression nat(q) into nat(p), which is the
maximum value to which nat(q) can be evaluated. Note that p here refers to
the initial input value and not to the parameter of the CR E . Finally, we define
C + (m, p) = nat(p) ∗ nat(m) as a UBF for CR C .

The General Case. Assume a general CR C with k equations, such that the i -th
equation contributes a cost expression e i = P i 1 + · · · + P i ni , where each addend
P ij is a product of basic cost expressions. Our method to solve C into a UBF
proceeds as follows:
1. For each product P ij , we define a CR E ij that is derived from C by removing
all other products from C ;
2. We solve each E ij into a UBF E ij+ (x̄), as above; and
P Pn i +
3. We build the UBF C + (x̄) of C (x̄) as C + (x̄) = ki=1 j=1
E ij (x̄).
The correctness of this approach relies on the fact that each CR E ij models the
maximum possible contribution of the addend P ij to the total cost of C .
Example 6.8. Consider a CR C that is defined by the following equations:
Eq.1
Eq.2

C (m, n) = 0
C (m, n) = nat(n)+

C (m, n 1 )

, ϕ1
, ϕ2

P 21

Eq.3

C (m, n) = nat(m 0 ) + nat(n)+ C (m 1 , n 1 ) +C (m 2 , n 2 ) , ϕ3
P 31

P 32

where ϕ1 ≡ {m 0 = 0, n = 0}, ϕ2 ≡ {n ≥ 1, n = 1 + n 1 }, and ϕ3 ≡ {m ≥ m 0 + m 1 +
m 2 , n ≥ 1 + n 1 + n 2 }. In this CR there are three products: P 21 = nat(n), P 31 =
nat(m 0 ), and P 32 = nat(n).
To solve the CR C , we first split it into the CRs E 21 , E 31 , and E 32 , depicted in
+
+
Figure 6.3. Solving these CRs we get the UBFs E 21
(m, n) = nat(n)2 , E 31
(m, n) =
+
2
+
2
nat(m), and E 32 (m, n) = nat(n) . Then, we define C (m, n) = nat(n) + nat(m) +
nat(n)2 as a UBF for C (m, n).


4 Experimental Evalauation
We implemented our techniques as an extension of P UBS. The implementation
took less than 750 lines of Prolog code.

6.4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALAUATION
E 21 (m, n) = 0
E 21 (m, n) = nat(n)+
E 21 (m, n) = 0+
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, ϕ1
E 21 (m, n 1 )
, ϕ2
E 21 (m 1 , n 1 ) + E 21 (m 2 , n 2 ) , ϕ3

E 31 (m, n) = 0
, ϕ1
E 31 (m, n) = 0+
E 31 (m, n 1 )
, ϕ2
E 31 (m, n) = nat(m 0 )+ E 31 (m 1 , n 1 ) + E 31 (m 2 , n 2 ) , ϕ3
E 32 (m, n) = 0
E 32 (m, n) = 0+
E 32 (m, n) = nat(n)+

, ϕ1
E 32 (m, n 1 )
, ϕ2
E 32 (m 1 , n 1 ) + E 32 (m 2 , n 2 ) , ϕ3

Figure 6.3: Decomposition of a CR in three smaller CRs in the general case
Precision. To evaluate the asymptotic precision of our techniques, we gathered
from related literature some programs. Although this programs are short, they
pose to cost analysis some challenge that is solved by our methods. In particular, for the tree-sum method we consider some programs usually described using the notions of amortised cost, such as the procedure to add many elements
into a list implemented with a resizable array [45, §17], the procedure to add
and remove many elements from a queue implemented with two stacks [104].
For the level-sum method we consider some divide and conquer algorithms,
like QuickSort. In the article we show for each example the AUBF obtained by
C OSTA using the method to solve CRs of [5], and the one obtained using ours. In
all examples, the methods of [5] obtain an imprecise AUBF, while our method
obtains the precise AUBF of the program. Although P UBS already had a technique for solving divide-and-conquer CRs [5], it had a restricted applicability.
For instance, it can not be applied to bind the cost of QuickSort.
Scalability Following [5, §10], we have composed the programs of the previous experiments to build a set of programs of increasing size as set of benchmarks. For each benchmark, we measured the time for solving the CRS using
the methods of P UBS and using ours. In the experiments, we observed that the
runtimes of our solving method is reasonable, and within a factor with respect
to the runtime of the methods of [5].
We have also compared our approach to the ACRP prototype of [18]. For all
benchmarks, ACRP failed to obtain an UBF in less than a minute. This is expected since ACRP is based on a general QE procedure for nonlinear real arithmetic, which is not scalable. Instead, our methods solved all programs in a few
seconds. This is due to the use of a QE method based in linear programming.
In short, in our experiments we see that our method is more precise than
the method of [10], and that its scalability is similar to that of that method.
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5 Related Work
Automatic Solvers for Recurrence Relations. The first support for automatically solving RRs into closed form appeared in computer algebra systems like
M ACSYMA [80] and M ATHLAB [42]. PURRS [27] is a relatively recent system that
aims at solving recurrence relations as well, however, it tries to approximate
the solution when it fails to find an exact one. All these systems assume deterministic recurrences, which cannot directly model the cost of nondeterministic (abstract) programs. The resolution of divide and conquer recurrences has
been studied in [55].
P UBS. The closest works to ours are those developed in the context of P UBS,
which solves CRSs into UBFs and LBFs. The syntax, semantics of CRSs, and
differences from recurrence relations, are described in [5]. This article also discusses two methods for solving CRSs: (i) the node-count method, that we
described in Section 2.5; and (ii) the level-count method, which aims at solving CRSs that originate from divide and conquer algorithms as our level-sum
method, but it has restricted applicability.
Cost expressions were also introduced in [5], as a form of monotonic expressions that are generated from linear expressions. The key insight in cost
expressions is that, since they are monotonic on their nat components, maximising a cost expression is done by maximising the linear expressions inside the
nat expression. Thus, cost expressions are a leverage to reason about complex
expressions using linear programming techniques. In the same way, our decomposition of a CR into atomic CRs is a leverage to solve complex CRs using
QE tools for linear arithmetic.
P UBS also relies on the techniques of [14] which solve CRSs by first transforming then into RRs that approximate their worst-case, and then solve these
RRs with computer algebra systems. This approach can obtain UBFs that are
more precise than those of [5], and can be easily used to infer LBFs as well.
However, its applicability is more restricted, and still obtains an asymptotically
imprecise UBF for our examples.
Logical Reasoning and Quantifier Elimination. The tree-sum method and
the level-sum method are inspired by the inductive assertion method for proving program correctness [34]. The use of QE methods for linear arithmetic has
been used in other related works. It is the basis for automatic inference of linear ranking functions [26], and lexicographical ranking functions [15]. In [126]
inductive assertions, combined with templates, are used for synthesis and verification of programs. Their tool handles a wider class of template predicates,
that include disjunctions and conjunctions of linear constraints.
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Reachability Bound. Our level-sum method bounds the height of the evaluation trees of a CRS, which can be seen as the number of subsequent visits
to an equation, which is a reachability bound. Such a bound can be directly
computed as a linear ranking function [26]. In systems with bounded nondeterminism, it can also be computed from a lexicographical (or multidimensional) linear ranking function [15]. In [67], the authors define this problem
and present some tools for computing such bounds using an SMT solver. Their
technique allows computing UBFs that are products or a max of two nat expressions. In [141], they combine this approach with the size-change abstraction. Some works have proposed inferring polynomial ranking functions: some
by using QE methods for nonlinear real arithmetic [38], others by using the
technique of Lagrangian relaxation to reduce it to a linear programming problem [47]. Other techniques have been proposed in [98].

6 Further Reading
In this Chapter we have described the technical contributions of [17]. We explained how to solve a CR by splitting it into several atomic CRs, how to solve
these atomic CRs into corresponding UBFs, and how to combine these UBFs
into a UBF for the original CR. We have also explained the tree-sum and levelsum methods for solving atomic CRs. These methods are based on the use
of universally quantified FOL formulas as in Chapter 5, however, they can be
solved efficiently using QE for linear arithmetic.
The article extends and formalises the content of this chapter. It includes
a formal definition for the syntactic class of atomic CRs. It also formalises the
tree-sum method and the level-sum methods, and provides correctness statements and their corresponding proofs. The article describes the QE procedure that we use to solve the different VCs, which is based on the use of Farkas
Lemma, and how to adapt it to handle the nat expressions in the VCs. The article also contains the tables with the results of our experiments.

7 | Conclusions, and Future Work
In this chapter we draw the conclussions of this dissertation. In Section 7.1 we
describe the achievements, impact, and practical applicability of our contributions. In Section 7.2 we give a extended discussion about our conclussions
about the relation between the classical and the amortised approaches to cost
analysis. Finally, in Section 7.3 we sketch some possible lines for future work.

1 Objectives, Achievements, and Impact
Our first objective was to adapt existing tools to compute asymptotic UBFs as
well, which are a natural choice for specifying the expected cost of a program
under development since they are (i) less sensitive to small changes in the program, and (ii) concise and easier to interpret for large programs. This objective
has been achieved in Chapter 3 as follows:
• Initially, we have followed a transformational approach and developed automatic methods to transform UBFs, or more precisely cost expressions, to
asymptotic form. The advantage of this approach is that it can be applied
directly to UBFs obtained by any cost analyser, not necessarily C OSTA. The
disadvantage is that we still have to obtain non-asymptotic UBFs before
applying the transformation.
• Afterwards, we developed a novel asymptotic CRS solver that directly solves
CRSs into asymptotic UBFs. This was achieved by interleaving the different
phases of P UBS with the transformation of cost expressions to asymptotic
form. This solver can be used for any cost analysis that generates CRSs. Experimental evaluation confirmed the superiority of this last approach over
the first one.
An important feature of our approach, unlike previous ones [128], is that it takes
context information into account.
Our second objective was to explore the precision gap between existing approaches to cost analysis. This included (i) understanding the reasons for
which C OSTA, and Wegbreit’s classical approach in general, infers imprecise
UBFs for some programming patterns; and (ii) developing novel techniques
to close this precision gap. We have identified several sources for this imprecision, each one is related to a different phase of C OSTA, and proposed novel
techniques to overcome these problems:
• In Chapter 4 we have addressed the imprecision induced by the use of nonlinear arithmetic operations, which cannot be modeled in C OSTA since it
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relies on the use of linear constraints. We have observed that in the presence of context information, one can model nonlinear operations with linear constraints only, and, moreover, this can be encoded directly in the
ACR program which avoids significant changes to the underlying analyser.
• In Chapter 5 we have observed a surprising relation between the output of
a procedure and its cost, which is the main reason for some well-known
precision problems. This imprecision is related to the phase that transforms the ACR program to the CRS (since output parameters are removed).
To solve this problem, we have developed novel techniques that are based
on specifying the cost as a FOL formula over some UBF templates, and
then using QE procedures and SMT solving to compute concrete UBFs.
Our approach supports releasing resources as well, and thus gave rise to
the notion of peak-cost.
• In Chapter 6, we combined the techniques developed in Chapter 5 with
those of P UBS, to develop a precise and scalable method to solve a CR into
a UBF. This was achieved by splitting the input CRS into several atomic
ones, whose cost can be modeled using simpler FOL formulas that can be
solved by an efficient QE procedure. Our experiments show that our new
techniques are close to those of Chapter 5 in terms of precision, and to
those of P UBS in terms of scalability.
Concluding the achievements related to the last objectives: apart from justifying, for the first time, the source of some imprecision problems in the classical approach to cost analysis, our major contribution is to apply The Calculus
of Computation [34] to static cost analysis, by turning UBF inference and CRS
solving into the verification of an abstract program using the current progress
on SMT solving [91] and QE [83] procedures.
Our contributions have a fundamental impact on both practical and theoretical aspects of cost analysis. In the practical case, this is witnessed by the new
features that were added to C OSTA, and the improvements in its applicability,
precision, and scalability.
• Our first contribution extends the features of C OSTA with the possibility of
inferring asymptotic bounds. As shown in Section 3.5, the asymptotic CRS
resolution improves the scalability of C OSTA and, indirectly, its practical
applicability to the larger programs.
• Our second contribution has extended the applicability of C OSTA to JBC
programs whose cost depends on a nonlinear instruction. As shown in
Section 4.2, this contribution allows C OSTA to infer a stronger value relations, with which P UBS is able to infer more precise AUBFs. Moreover, our
solution does not compromises the scalability of C OSTA, not only because
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uses a non-disjunctive abstract domains, but also because it does not increase the size of the generated CRS.
• The impact of our third contribution (Chapter 5) goes beyond the practical aspects: it sheds new light on the relation between the different approaches to cost analysis. On the practical side, as discussed in Section 5.5,
we implemented our approach in a prototype called ACRP. ACRP is able to
infer precise AUBFs for many programs for which C OSTA fails, including
some classical examples related to amortised analysis, and some nested
loops. However, ACRP uses the SMT and QE methods for the FOL theory of
real fields (real numbers), which are not scalable. As a result, this contribution has no practical applicability in the context of C OSTA, which is why
we have not integrated it in there.
• In our fourth contribution we have improved the precision of P UBS, by developing a new method to solve a CR into a UBF. As shown in Section 6.4,
our technique achieves a better asymptotic precision than those of [5, 14].
By relying on a QE method for linear real arithmetic, our method does not
damage the scalability of C OSTA. Our method also extend the applicability
of C OSTA and P UBS to some programs for which there are no linear ranking functions, even to some non-terminating programs, since our method
does not need to compute a linear ranking function.

Concluding the impact, apart from the evidence (see Sections 3.5, 4.2, 5.5, and
6.4) on the practical improvements to C OSTA, we believe that the theoretical
contributions of Chapter 5 will make it easier to transfer knowledge and implementation techniques from one approach of cost analysis to another.

Applicability of our Contributions
Our major contributions are developed for ACR programs and CRSs. Thus, they
are generic in the source programming language, the cost model, or the size
measure used. Therefore, they can be also applied to non-accumulative cost
models like heap consumption [13], or concurrent tasks [11], or to any userdefinable cost model [100, 99]. In the same way, they can be applied if the size
measure is the path-length of heap-allocated data structures [125], or the introspective size measures for functional data structures used in R AML [75], or any
user definable size measure [66]. With respect to programming languages, the
abstract compilation of the RBR into the ACR can be adapted to consider such
features as field-sensitive analysis over heap-allocated data [6]. Our contributions can also be applied to the C OSTA BS [3] analyser for the concurrent ABS
language.
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2 Amortised Cost Analysis
When we started our research, we found several programs for which C OSTA inferred imprecise UBFs. Some of these were (functional) programs for which the
methods for automated amortised analysis [81, 75] could infer precise UBFs.
Some other programs consisted of a single loop for which C OSTA inferred an
imprecise UBF, while the methods of [65, 67] could infer the precise amortised complexity. Finally, there were some data structures for imperative languages [45, §17], that C OSTA could not handle. Since all these examples were
described in terms of amortised cost or amortised complexity, while seeking for
the source of imprecision in C OSTA we had amortised analysis in mind.
Unfortunately, we did not found a clear definition of amortised cost in the
literature. The seminal paper of Tarjan [131] described two methods for manual
cost analysis, the banker’s method and the physicist’s method, which he used
to analyse programs that performed sequences of operations on some datastructures. He used the word amortisation to illustrate the change of focus
from analysing one operation to analysing a sequence of them. Thus, the term
amortised cost is a metaphor to describe the result of studying the worst-case
cost of a program with certain methods. However, other works [104] use it to
indicate a different property of program semantics.
We believe that our contributions help to clarify the notion of amortised
cost, and exactly identify the components due to which C OSTA was imprecise
for the programs mentioned above:
• On one hand, the output-cost codependency described in Section 5.1 explains why C OSTA infers an asymptotically imprecise UBF, for instance, for
the nested loops in [65, 67], as well as in the classical binary counter data
structure [45, §17], or in Tarjan’s stack example [131].
• On the other hand, there are programs associated to the notion of amortised cost for which the output-cost codependency does not appear. In
terms of C OSTA, this means that corresponding CRSs accurately model the
corresponding costs. This is the case of the Dynamic Array data structure [45, §17.4], or the implementation of a functional queue with two
stacks [104, §3]. For such programs, the imprecision is related to the CRS
resolution phase, in particular to the inability of P UBS to track dependencies between the costs of the different iterations of a loop, as in Chapter 6.
Our work is the first to make the above observations.
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3 Future Work
There are several ways in which our contributions can be improved:
• In Chapter 6 we focused on improving the asymptotic precision of the
computed UBFs, and improving the asymptotic one is left for future work.
For this, we need a better way to handle max expressions, or a CR with
many equations. For instance, we may use a greedy counter optimisation
technique in the manner of S PEED [66].
• The techniques of Chapter 6 for solving atomic CRs can be extended to
handle more CRs. This can be done by looking for patterns of evaluation
trees that are typically used in complexity analysis [45].
• A we have discussed in Chapter 5, it easy to adapt our techniques to infer LBFs on the net-cost or peak-cost of terminating programs. As future
direction could address this problem for non-terminating programs.
• The techniques of Chapter 5 required UBF templates to be provided by
the user. A future research direction could concentrate on inferring such
templates automatically, by syntactic analysis of the corresponding CRS.
• The use of QE and SMT solvers over linear arithmetic can be adapted for
other problems in the context of solving CRSs. For example, we can use
in the context of [14] to infer the arithmetic or geometric increasing/decreasing factors required for translating CRSs to RRs. We could also use
it for building an alternative maximisation procedure that is not based on
invariant generation, or for inferring nonlinear ranking functions.
All these improvements would have an impact both on the precision and on the
applicability of cost analysis.
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